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In writing of James Branch Cabeli one is faced with the
stupendous task of analyzing his works thoroughly in order to
receive a clear conception of his life and what life has meant
to him. For upon searching assiduously for facts concerning his
life, one notes little else than those facts that are prosaic^
and the common property of all. One of our dependable sources-1-
says he is an '’author; b. Richmond, Va., Apr. 14, 1879; son
Robert Gamble and Ann "5ra.nch" Cabell; A.B., William and Mary
1898; m. Priscilla, d. William Joseph Bradley, of Auburn Charles
City Co., Va., Nov. 8, 1913. Instr. French and Greek, William and
Mary, 1896-7; worked in pressroom Richmond (Va.) Times, 1398; on
staff New York Herald 1899 - 1901, and Richmond (Va.) News 1901.
contbr. short stories, etc., to mags., 1902-10, and conducted
geneological and original research work in America, France, Ireland
and England; engaged in coal mining in W. Va., 1911-13; geneologist
Va. S.R., 1919-20; historian Va. 3oc. Colonial Wars 1916 - and Va.
Soc. S.A.R., 1917 -
,
pres. Va. Writers' Club, 1918-21; editor Va.
War History Commn., 1919
-; mem. Kappa Alpha (Southern), Phi Beta
Kappa. Episcopalian." Add to this a list of titles and you will
receive as much information as an interested public has obtained.
Of course, there are many anecdotes and stories circulating, but
truth concerning these has not been established sufficiently to al-
low for incorporation. There is no doubt that a cultivated reti-
cence has a great deal to answer for the situation; a reticence
making for tremendously varied interpretations of his manner of
private life.
1
. Who ' s Who
.

2 .
What has been the effect of Cabell's pose of inaccessability
and retirement? A legendary aspect that uses for its sophisms "his
romantic irony", "his cosmic jokes", "his bestial obscenities", "his
well-nigh perfect prose", "his soaring imagination" and "his corrod-
ing pessimism" has resulted. Mow Cabell recognizes these circulating
idees keenly, and the terms quoted aoove are but his acute paraphrases
of popular conceptions. The legend perceives Cabell's medievalism,
his spiritual misdemeanors, his erudition in forbidden topics, and
his not so spiritual misdemeanors. As a man who is singularly in-
different to public adulation, it is but natural that his native
talents of secrecy, innuendo and mystification, and natural disregard
of rational and sentimental patterns in his fiction should enrichen
the legend.
There is a great advantage in the situation which is substan-
tiated in Cabell’s particular case. Disregard brings no alliances
and in turn no obligations. Many an author has been engulfed in
his immersions in his desire to approximate a standard of a coterie,
woman's club or literary organization. The moment a.n author is
"taken up" shackles begin to root him to a spot.. His area becomes
limited and his tasks have as an aim the approximation of an ideal
set up by his "iionizers" . Mow Cabell has only smiled at the legend
and refused to dignify it by comment. Thus he could, without pause
or interruption, continue upon his avowed practice of the desire 1
"to write perfectly of beautiful happenings".
It is not difficult to note the romantic tinge surrounding
the legendary aspects; the illusions which have been built about
1. Beyond life.
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his objectives. The result is a varied interpretation that does
not lend stability to one who would enclose Cabell in critical cage.
The footing is extremely insecure and my job will be to find the
oases in the quicksand.
Although in general Cabell’s thesis is kno*' n and recognized,
yet it is in his particular applications in his various bocks that
one finds a wealth of interpretat ion possible. Due to Cabell's
symbolisms and allusions ore finds a ready market for his romantic,
idealistic or ethical holdings. Consequently, it is noted, that
Mencken, Van Doren, Hergeeheimer and Holt have contributed remark- .
ably astute interpretations of diverse phenomena, all colorful,
penetrating and reasonable. John Frederick Lewi stair: in his comment
upon "Jurgen" has contributed the following which admirably shows
that individual personalities will intrude when the subject is of
such character as to produce individual reactions:
*
"Too urbane to advocate delusion, too hale for the bitter-
ness of irony, this fable of Jurgen is, as the wrorld itself, a
book wherein man will find what his nature enables him to see;
which gives us back each his own image; and which teaches us each
the lesson that each of us desires to learn."
To exemplify, let us glance at two of the interpretations
of the character Mother Serada in”jurgefi, the most famous of his
p
works. Dr, Codman comments: "This Mother Middle is the world
generally (an obvious anagram of Erda es) and this Serada rules
not merely the middle of the working days but the midst of every-
thing. She is the factor of middleness, of mediocrity, of an
1. Criticism in Jurgen
£. Foreword in Jurgen
..
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avoidance of extremes, of the eternal compromise begotten by use i
and want. She is the Mrs. Grundy of the Lesley; she is Comstockery:
and her shadow is commonsenee .
"
Now Prote declares:-1 "Serada typifies a surrender to life. as
it is, a giving up of man’s rebel liouc self-centr edness and selfish-
ness: the anagram being se dare.' 1
The material and concrete way of approaching Cabell is through
his "Biography”. This term does not connotate a single book with a
humanized accounting of the prosaic facts. Rather "Biography" is
the all encompassing word that includes all his v:orks, (excepting
the geneological expositions) and here one finds all Cabell’s theo-
ries expounded whether in expositive form as demonstrated by "Beyohd
Life" and "Straw's and Prayer books" or whether in novel narrative
form as in the rest of his works.
Let us look first at some of the objective external facts
concerning the Biography which need more clarification than a one
sentence ddinition. The scheme of making these books all units
in a pattern is the consuming idea of Cabell, and what is the pat-
tern but a remarkably keen .picture of Cabell’s theories, ideas,
pessimisms, personal reactions, ironic conceptions, learning, erudi-
tion and irrefutable Logic if you allow his premise^ all of which are
conditioned by his keynote romance.
The space and time factor as employed by Cabell is something
not approximated by any previous romanticist, for Cabell intrepidly
deals with little respect for their respective wordly manifestations.
Hawthorne frequently sent his imagination back to periods in which
it could function without the daily handicaps which fretted him. At
that he was provincialistic to a high degree. Melville’s escape was
1. Foreword in Jurgen
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via the track of space. He seat his imagination winging to Paradises
in the Pacific and to remote oceans the habitats of contending angels
and demons. Cabell's flights were more marked in that he was more
systematic and thorough in his art. There is not a vestige of his
own place which co pletely outshines in color and glamour o it worldly
terrain.
Cabell's medium, as I have previously mentioned, is a region
which he names Poictesme,. This place which he has created and pop-
ulated with a dynasty and the res lting subject^ enemies and friends
is situated insofar as one can conjecture, somewhere in Southwestern
Europe. Convincingly relating its origin oy quotation of pseudo
authorities, the display of a cleverly drawn up map and reference to
nonexistent medieval love, Cabell states the country to be a fief
of the wicked King Ferdinand of Castile and Leon who, in order to
make a piace for Manuel, beheaded his old friend, the rightful count.
Following Cabell in his ever logical discovery, one notes in 1234
the possession of Poictesme to be at that time a temporary possess-
ion of the Northmen under Duke Asmund, later expelled. Evidently
it was not too far from either Provence or Scotland, as Manuel, the
protagonist, visited both on his way to claim his new possession.
From descriptions in Figures of Earth, it had a seacoast, many pe-
cularly named cities, dark woods, haunted mountains and twilight
heaths. Diplomatic relations with France and England, and contacts
with ail rulers of the existing temporal countries of the medieval
universe, real or imagined, were engaged in. Jerusalem, Asgard,
Olympus, Arcadia, Alexandria, ome, Portugal, Navarre, Aquitaine,
-.
.
.
.
#arbary, and Massilia, to name a few, impinged, upon poictesme. Such
a prolusion of contiguity suggests the versatility with which Cabell
escapes actuality. The province, being a pure creation, does not have
to answer for possibilities and, as a matter of fact, the countless
artifices and evasions are only incidental to a deliberate scheme.
The staid and standardized world we inhabit is utterly unsatisfac-
tory for the building of his art, so the invention is an economic
measure in that it meets a need. Poictesme with its magic, hooded
strangers, dark mysterious coves and surprising thaumaturgic feats
makes possible youthful transformations from aged men without any
loss of experience or wisdom; makes possible the reincarnation of
legendary figures; conversation between men and strangely sage ani-
mals: and excursions to regions impenetrable by mortal man. It is
necessary that Cabell have the reins loose in his hand to travel
where he may for the impedimenta and baggage of mechanical reality
precludes and obviates Cabell’s astute development of his romantic
thesis, a thesis upon which enlightenment will be cast in a follow-
ing section.
By a geneologi cal hocus-pocus, Mr. Cabell having been a gen-
eo'logist in one of his profession^ he demonstrates Manuel, the
count of the province, as Poictesme’ s prime ancestor. From this
prolific gentleman springs all the later generations whether in
the province itself or in England or America. Melicent of "Domnei",
Dorothy la Desiree of ”Jurgen", Ettcxrre of "The Cream of the Jest"
claim Manuel as their iather through yiafer as does Emmerick, his
successor. Through the shurt stories one travels down through the
English Ailonbys and Bulmers to the American Rudolph Musgrave and
..
'
.
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7Felix Kennaston and Robert Etheridge Townsend, protagonists of " The
Corcfe of Vanity" and "The Rivet in Grandfather's Neck",
Fow ManueJ, as becomes the romantic hero, was superlative in
most of his actions. His procreative attempts were not limited
therefore. Alianora of Provence aided in the begetting of Edward I,
whose descendants are numerous and impressive. In passing, one notes
that Alianora was technically the wife of Henry III. Through Freydis,
Manuel's activity promotes in various geneological sequences the poets
of The Certain Hour . Shakespeare, Herrick, Wycherly, Pope, and
Sheridan are the astounding results of this sequence, Cabell also
inter-relates these lines to others so that invariably a character
is found to contain the blood of Manuel however shallow the channel.
Tracing back to Cabell's first editions, before he conceived
the idea of laying positive emphasis upon the geneological unity
which he educes in his later books and editions, it is Conceived that,
before his plan was fully matured, he worked in such a way as to draw
together all the threads when he was ready. His march from the re-
gion of tentative experiment to the region where he now treads on surer
more ironic feet is a manoeuver cleverly concealed. In "Straws and
and Prayer books"
,
the epilogue to the biography he mentions --"From
the start will be tugging at your pen (the later^ Cabell warning the
earliest) a pig-headed imp that will be guiding it his way instead
of the way you intended. And with each book he will be growing
stronger and more importunate and more cunning, and he will be
stealing the pen away from you for longer and. longer intervals.
And by and by that imp, full grown now and the very devil of a
taskmaster, will be dictating your books from beginning to end -
..
.
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not to speak here oi his making you sweat blood when you revise at
his orders, all the earlier ones... You ... will call him the desire
to write perfectly of beautiful happenings".
The imp whidh label! has mentioned is evidently extremely
clever. It is objectively impossible to point with any semblance
of accuracy exactly at what stage Cabell decided upon his progress
of the Biographic unifying process. He covers up his tracks ex-
tremely well in his revisions and in his created geneology. We
shall have to take his word for it. He mentions in "Straws and
Prayerbooks" that the scheme reverts to the time when he first wrote
the stories bound in the volume "The Line of Love". The general
method he followed in that volume was the depicting of a decisive
event in the lives of two persons, then similarly untying the knots
in the life of the child of that couple, and yet again utilizing
the same process in one of the grandchildren’s life history. Cabell’S
claim and his actions are one. He has never extended nor altered
this scheme in his succeeding volumes. He declares: '"And all
traces - pretty clearly now - from Don Manuel, and the descendants
whom he and Alianora left in England and the other descendants whom
he, Niafer left in Poictesme, and from the eleven images that he,
Freydis informed with five from Andela, and set to live as men among
Mankind. ^
Now while in the field of method, it is noteworthy to consi-
der that Mr. Cabell’s writing underwent a change. One of his canons
was to write perfectly of beautiful happenings.. The revisions were
not only concerned with chronology of his biography, but with his
1. Lienlineage of Lichfield
..
Qartistic expression. In his desire to approximate the beautiful he
tended toward prolixity. However, as his po? . itui ..
,
he dis-
^ cerned his parts.
In one of his short stories "The Housewife" he shows the corrective
tendency. Tor instance, in the present vers ion King Edward is content
to speak thus of his queen when he hears of her great loyalty; "She
waddles now.... Still, I am blessed." Contrast it to the first
edition which gives an extravagance which is closely ana.lagous to
sentimentalism; "I\Tow at last he understood the heart of Philippa.
'Let me live,' the king prayed; *0 Eternal Father, let me live a little
that I may make atonement J " This almost leads to a consideration of
Cabell's style, but this is deferred, together with the contrivances
he uses as aids to his expression, until later.
Romance and escape, the external conceptions of Cabell's work,
have no medium better than the created Poictesme. The suggestion of
medievalism in his model county is in keeping with his treatment
of romantic illusions. Free dent has a tremendous background for the
illusions of medievalism being excellent institutions to arouse
people from apathetic realism. Looking upon that age is synonymous
with thi of gallantry, chivalry, heroes, poets, ballad singer,
and in fact all the so-called higher romantic attitudes. It is a
time with which to conjure; with which one can weave many impossible
Lacpy dreams and with which on--' car enfol hit sell to escape the
tedious humdrum and bedlam of existence.. Take any period in liter-
ature; for instance, the late nineteenth century because of its
more probable familiarity. Ruskin, Newman, arc Carlyle — three
-
....
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figures not'd in literary circles: i "hat vs huskin’ s idea concern-
ing the discussed period? He believes that the beauty in art and in
life would be tenable only when people would follow both in home life
and carry out the principles applied by the people of that era. In-
dividuality in catching beauty was a keynote . In Cabell’s Poictesme
Manuel and Jurgen are heroes and individuals par* excellent. Beauty
abounds in Poictesme in its orchards, trees, and gardens. Newman
grasps at another straw in medievalism, that of ntimentality.
The Oxford Movement was a direct outcome of his conception of a
cold skeptic-! unsentimental world. Cabell is full of s ntiment
although he wisely avoids the passionate and thus does not become
"mushy". A conceit occur.-: occasionally as the result of a poetic
ascension, out it is a natural propriety. One could continue -in-
definitely an exposition of the search for escape which thinkers
of every generation have involved. If you cannot e pe materially,
there lies one obvious way and that is to escape vicariously through
literature. Cabell puts you on a winged horse who soar s irrespon-
sibly and sometimes blasphemously (as Jurgen's affair in heaven)
but always entertainingly and subtly. There is not a. section of
romance which he does not touch. Gallants, chivalric episodes,
ideals, beautiful ladies, heroic deeds, futile gestures, mythologi-
cal beliefs and magic, region, love and the beauty of various actions,
virtues and vice — all are exhibited.
Now in a representative analysis of '' bell's work, it seems
to me that the two works that deserve the most attention in a work
of this s >rt
,
are the expository prologue "Beyond Life" and the epi-
*
11
logue "Straws and Prayerbooks" . However, chronology requires that
the prologue be attempted first and the epilogue last, although
the weights will necessarily be lightened in the discussion of the
intermediary works themselves, I believe, as any scholar, that the
novels themselves should be so delved into as to make appreciation
primary. Cabell very conveniently does away with projected dis-
sections by utilizing the prologue to disseminate views concerning
his aims and thesis about romanticism. His epilogue subjectively
considers a true artist's reasons for indulging in creative writing,
his debts and obligations and a cross section of personal reflection
upon some of his individual ideas.
"Beyond Life", the first book of biography is, as I have
said, expository in character, detailing a thesis concerning roman-
ticism as a moving force in the world. Guy Holt's introduction to
"Beyond Life" is peculiarly in keeping with the atmosphere and tone
of the whole book. I would like to quote this introduction in full
as its perspicacity and sagacity suggests a complete acquaintance with
Cabell, but brevity is necessary. Hold declares the book to be a re-
sult of a friendly argument between Cabell and an editor concern-
ing realism and romanticism. The editor concluded his realistic
platitudes with the statement that he proposed one day to send a
"rebuttal" of Cabell's aesthetic creed.
After many promptings that he do just that, and when no re-
buttal was forthcoming, Cabell announced his intention of writing
a reply to "my own Imagined version of your criticisms. Shortly
V.
,
B .
c
alter . appeared a manuscript upon the young editors desk. The
astounding proportion of the volume caused unalloyed amazement
and delight. From a simple discourse and defense of an aesthetic
creed developed a devildering variety and richness of discourse.
Holt states other interesing facts. He tells ol Cabell’s
obscurity, which was the type of obscurity which Cabell declares
in "Straws and Prayerbooks" as the only safe vantage point from
which to produce literature. Nevertheless he was not without his
advocates. Mark Twain was an enthusiastic devotee cl the tales
in "Chivalry", "Gallantry" and "The Line of Love". Theodore
Roosevelt was known to have praised Cabell's work. Even when his
first novel appeared (The Eagle's Shadow), the haze of obscurity was
temporarily bio n away by the scandalized discussion of his heroine's
character and vocabulary. A few brave critics then attempted to bring
forth this romantic apostle, out critical works of professors, without
apology, ignored him, and the reading puolic in general was not familiar
aith him. Although recognition was not forthcoming in the fifteen
years of writing previous to "Beyond Life?', Cabell continued producing
novels and stories of superlative quality.
1
"Now there is much nonsense written, both about the shameful
neglect with which the public repays its artists as well as about
the heroism of a man who, in the face of public indiffernce, contin-
ues to produce the finest work that is in him. The public is, of
course, under no obligation to be inter estecl|in art; and that it chose
to ignore for many years the beauty of Cabell's work was its privilege
1. Introduction to Beyond Life: page Id
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and its loss. But that Cabell, whatever the reception accorded
him, could have written better or worse than he has is a notion
whose absurdity is patent. There was in the man the impulse and
the power to create beauty of a certain kind, and I doubt if any
external consideration would have stilled the one or weakened the
other.
"
Holt continues with a neat piece of critical knicknack:
1
"No less, the years before 1918 were solitary years, and they have
left their mark upon his work in minor ways: in the form of a
mocking indifference to the public, for example, and an almost mal-
icious desire to cozen his audience with the portentous bits of
nonsense with which he occasionally interlards his books. But the
main fabric of his work is unchanged; and he is today the suave
apostle of spiritual weariness which he was always potentially."
Cabell was introduced to the Chicago public by Burton Rascoe
who published installments of Cabell’s worle with a fine disregard as
to the public attitude. His publication of "Beyond Life" started
several lively controversies in the Illinois metropolis, and, as a
result, Cabell became famed nationally.
Let us now look at "Beyond Life". Here is a book that has a
very definite plan: ten chapters with ten units to each chapter,
all the parts making for unity. Without dwelling upon detailed tech-
nicalities, a survey of the content will be ample reward for such lack
of consideration.
A cursory survey of "Beyond Life" leaves one bewildered at
1. Beyond Life: page 12; introduction
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its profusion of nuggets lying -'bout. It reminds one of the El
Dorado of Candide, where gold was so plentiful. In its area this
book is a verbal analogy of that far-famed country. The precepts
and platitudes are so diffuse and valuable that it is an injustice
to select, but select one must.
In the lirst chapter, Cabell observes, as prepa'- ?y mater-
ial, that probably no author has done justice to his creed in the
restricted method of expression, words. Therefore, he observes
how is it possible to judge an author who has never been read or
has never appeared in a satisfactory edition. By way of illustra-
tion, CharteriB, his mouthpiece, shows his auditor (in this case
probably a parallel to the contentious realist in the introduction)
various unwritten masterpieces in his library showing recorded
aspirations of Dickens', Thackeray’s, Stevenson 'e and Sheridan’s
go x..- j ,.e j x( ,
. So Charteris declares that the cream of the master-
pieces were those that were planned and visualized, but unwritten.
In a discussion which follows, Cabell asserts that nothing approached
romanticism in importance, out he does educe the universal conception!
that ox romance as actua.lly contained in a man’s existence, not the
limited conjecture as observed in book form. Romance, then, as a
source of ideals, ethical behaviours and beauties has nothing remotely
to compare ith it. Realism, as repitLtLon is not a force.
Wilson Foliet, a critic, commented as follows on the subject:
^'Reduced to boldness, the argument is this: Since first-ciass art
has never reproduced its own contemporary background (for some reason
or other t.ie romanticist does not adduce Ja.ne Austen in support of
this truism) and since the novei of things-as-they-sre caiis for no
1. Beyond Life: page 15
*.
1
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constructive imagination whatever in author or reader, the present
supply of "realism" is nothing but the publisher's answer to a
at cheap and fickle demand; and since the imaginative element in art
i
is ai L but everything, the only artist who has a chance of longe-
vity is he who shuns the "vital", the "gripping" and the "contem-
porary". Upon noting Follet's many positive comments upon Cabell *8
works and their unity in ideals of art, it is not difficult to
note the team work, the one setting ’forth romantic ideals, the other
observing them in his works. Oabell follows Follet's remarks with
an expression of the qualities that he conceives necessary for longe-
vity. It is a creed compact and epigramat ic, but upon examination
one that cannot very well be controverted: "Off-hand I would say
that books are best insured against oblivion through practice of
the auctorial virtues of distinction and clarity, of beauty and
symmetry, of tenderness and truth and urbanity. "
Cabell, in justifying his position, considers the power of
romance, which he cells "the demiurgd' as being a world-shaping and
world-controlling principle. The notion briefly is that the minds
of men are controlled by romance; that romance, by creating force-
producing illusions (love, religion, patriotism, etc.,) bettered the
world with the forces thus brought into being. Therefore each gen-
eration of naturally sluggish persons was raised toward a higher
standard of living "by the might of each generation's ignorance
m
and prejudices and follies and stupidities, beneficently directed."
How in dealing expositively with the thesis, Cabell does not
step at didactic and obdurate statements. He embellishes everything
.t
'
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he touches and in "Beyond Life" he magnifies and decorates his
thesis with citations and instances of his idea. Incidentally
many of these examples are particularly and peculiarly apt, and
the allusions to the past term with erudition. In reference to
the past, before the use of examples, he writes-^'romance has in-
variably been the demiurgic and beneficent force, not merely in
letter, but in every matter which concerns mankind; and that
"realism," with its teaching that the mile-posts along the road
are as worthy of considers t ion as the goal, has always figured
as man's chief enemy."
When Cabell sought back for substantiation, he seized upon
the earliest well recorded civilization. Thus he looks upon Greece
as a justification of position. Sophocles*"' scathing criticism
upon a contemporary of his time is considered by Cabell as signil'i-
p
cant even today "He paints men as they are: I paint them as
they ou^ht to be". Cur subject is not concerned with the applicab-
ility of the statement to Euripideq rather he imputes that Sophocles
saw clearly the great sin against art and human welfare realism.
It naturally follows that Cabell would follow with the statement:
"For the Greeks, who were nurtured among art's masterworks, recog-
nized, with much candor wherewith children everywhere appraise their
associates, that gracefully to prevaricate about mankind and human
existence was art's signal function." So we have noble protagonists
who, penetrating the fogs of antiquity, are men as ve want to be and
i
"as they ought to be." Cabell educes Homer in support of his case.
So when Ajax lifts a stone it is with the strength of ten warriors
and Ulysses becomes invisible when it is for the betterment of the stor
1
. Beyond Life: page 19
2. beyond Life: page 26
3. Ibid
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The Grecian drama is bent to Cabell's purposes. His explana-
tions are ingenious but the deadly line of logic remains. Hasks were
used so that features might display an inhuman perfection: cothurni
was used for mounting, to lend impressiveness to the physical med-
iocrity of man, and draperies were utilized to eclipse "humanity's
frugal graces". A comment upon painting end sculpture is in the
typical enlightened Cabell ian method and style and deserves quota-
tion for its directness and beauty. ^"In painting or sculpture, where
the human body could be idealized with a free hand, the Greek rule
wa.s nakedness: in drama, where the artist's material was incorrigible
flesh, there was nothing for it save to disguise the uncapt ivating
groundwork through some discreet employment of fair apparel. Thus
only could the audience be hoodwinked into forgetting for a while
what men and women really looked like. So in drama Theseus declaim-
ed in imperial vestments, and in sculpture v/ore, at the very most, a
fig leaf. It is hardly necessary to point out that the Greeks shared
few of our delusions concerning "decency": for, of course, they had
no more moral aversion to a man's appearing naked in the street
than to a toad's doing so, and objected solely on the ground that
both were ugly. So they resolutely wrote about — and carved and
painted, for that matter— men "as they ought to be" doing such
things as it would be gratifying for me to do if these feats were
humanly possible... And in the twilit evening of Greek literature
you will find Theocritus clinging with unshaken ardor to unreality,
and regaling the townfol^ jf Alexandria with teles of an improbable
Sicily, where the inhabitants a.re on ter; s of friendly intimace
with cyciopes, water nymphs, and satyrs."
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So Cabell continues in this strain educing numberable instances
from literature. The Riddle Ages provided a vast field, of romantic
allusion, and the author does not spare the field. He observes ten-
dencies in ,! The Song of Roland", English folk tales and the Chaucer
of mythology and miracle.
Cabell considers printing a negative element here, as it ex-
pedites the spreading, of thoughts. Thus man acquires serviceable
ideas without impair .ng his mental processes. But in this period
of inaction, or revival of old learning • printing, the men who
stood above the rest were romancers of a high order. Christopher
Marlowe was untainted by realism, and Shakespeare’s activities were
conducive to romance. Cabell, who in his college thesis defended
Congreve against the World as a moralist and a wit, invokes the
Restoration literature as a protest against Elizabethan and Jacobean
work. Romance in this period existed not so much in subject mat-
ter as in means and modes of expression. So one notes that the
spirit is that of a musical comedy with all the attendant accoutre-
ments, For an example of his statement Cabell conceives of an ana-
log','. The modern musical corned yl"utilizes a facsimile of the Few
York Pennsylvania Railway Station, or of the- Capitol at Washington,
as an appropriate setting for a ballet and a comedian's colloquy
with the orchestral Jeader. Thus, here the scenes are in St. James's
Park, outside Westminster, in the Hew Exchange, and in other places
familiar to the audience; and the characters barter jokes on current
events; but the laws of the performer's mimic existence are frankly
extra mundane, and their antics, in Restoration days as now, would
have subjected them to i mediate arrest upon the auditorial side of
the footlights.
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So Cabell rambles, here and there in history and. literature,
springing erudite surprises in the quest of romance. His meander-
ing takes him to the novel. Fielding and Richardson adopted all
sorts of estimable and heroic qualities for theii characters. Cabell
holds that the novelist has an extremely elastic field for the
promulgation of romance. Unlike the dramatist, the novelist was not
restricted to mediocre man for his talents. Not even partial vera-
city was necessary, lor a character remained as creates in the novel.
Dickens and Thackeray are listed on Cabell's scale: Thackeray, due
to romance, evaded many a logical outcome of circumstance when
such recognition would be inconvenient using such methods as
killing off somebody or ^'blinding the reader with a tear-drenched
handkerchief .
"
Many an author, whom critics consider realists, do not fall
in that category when Cabell places his lens upon them. For realism
connotes an actual reproduction of life in all phases. Thus many
a.uthors who claim this distinction of realism, if so it be, by the
utilisation of incident and cha.racter fail to do just that. Cabell
uses Jane Austin as nis preeminent example. Here is an author who
is universally admitted a realist, but Cabell refuses to believe it,
and one cannot gainsay his reasoning. He writes that no person
would talk under the stress of emotion as a character of Jane Austin
did in ref’:, i . a proposal. Miss Austi 1
,
an accepted realist, uses
the following excerpt in the situa.tion mentioned abovq and Mr. Cabell
offers it in rebuttal to the popular thesis of realism as attached
to Miss Austin. "From the very beginning of my acquaintance with
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you, your manners, impressing me v ith the fullest belief of your
arrogance, your conceit and your selfish disdain of the feelings of
others, were such as to form that groundwork of disapprobation on
which succeeding events have built so immovable a. dislike, and I
had not known you a month before I felt that you were the last man
in the world whom I could ever be prevailed to marry." Now there
does not seem to be any doubt but that this exerpt is fine rhetoric,
but I incline with Cabell in believing that nov/her e in this world
would you find such precision in language and choice of vocabulary,
in the situation Miss Austen Conceives. So it seems that giving to
man something ich is not ordinarily an accomplishment of his, is
in keeping with the idea of romance or illusion. As a matter of
fact, a book containing throughout the fragmentary inanities to
which humans are prone would be insufferable in a novel or piece
Of work. Thus even many times when we read an accepted re list ic
book, we are deluded into believing it such. Read the dialogue
and you will find studied excellences in speech that one never hears
Eut the situation is in keeping with Cabell's findings. ^'The
truth about ourselves is the one truth, above all other
^
which we
are adamantine not to face. And this determination springs, not
wholly from vanity, but from a profound race-sense that by such
denial we have little to lose, and a great dea.L to gain."
Cabell believes that romance is a product of the downtrodden.
He notes a curious unanimity in the literature of romance. It is
continually the history of a triumph of the ill-used or an exposi
tion of unlooked for achievments. Romance accords the weakling
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everywhere the victory. Thus the story of Cinderella is one oi
t :.e most beloved stories, and a close inspection of a ir.ulti.tude of
popular stories shows thee but variants of the main theme. The
public triumph of the dovnfallen is an affair generally accepted
by our world of ineffectual mortals who inculcate, within their
bodies, glorious dreams. Even though such a, condition is not con-
spicuous in even minute quantities in existence, yet humans contin-
ue to entertain the idea in face of ail adversity. There should
be no great surprise, then, that the institution of Christianity
should be a universally accepted fact. As Cabell puts it so well,
1 H Christianity, with its teaching that the oppressed shall be ex-
alted, and the unhappy made free of eternal bliss, thus came in
cne nick Oi occasion, to promise what the tun of men wer eager to
believe. Such a delectable prospect, irrespective of its plausi-
bility, could not, in the nature of things, fail to become popular:
as has been strikingly a.ttested by man's vide acceptance of the
rather exigent requirements of Christianity and his honest en-
dea.voi s ever since to interpret them as meaning whatever haepens
to be convenient."
In his conception, plainly based upon scientific findings,
Cabell believes that early man wrenched comfort from imagining and
believing himself a hero of the cosmic romance. In early habitation
man did not excel in strength or mentality, having no such natural
aids as wings and hoofs. In nothing did he surpass the rest of crea-
tion excepting in tie power of reason and seemingly he did not avail
himself of the asset. Yet the egregious conceit of man was such
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that today we notice on ancient history caves the portrait of man
treading among pieosauri to browbeat frightened dinosaurs. So even
then art credited man with all the traits and destitutes which he
so desired. Such a delectable prospect, irrespective of its plausi-
bility, could not in the nature of things fail.
Cabell brings in a rather neat touch of psychology in the
picture here. Art, he claims, serves very useful ends through a
cyclical process. For in holding up a trait to be desirable and
constantly repeating the demonstration for a convincing length of
time, the average person, out of seif-respect, pretends possession
of the quality. With time inculcating the ideal more deeply, he
assumes perfection as one endowed with the tra.it and comes to believe
sincerely that the quality has guided him in action from infancy.
Thus Cabell remarks "So it is that man's vanity and hypocrisy and
lack of clear thinking sre in a fai way to prove in the outcome
his salvation... For man alone of animals plays the ape to his dreamsi'
It is easily noted then that Cabell, believes vanity to be one of the
means of romance.
There are two other sources of romance that Cabell deems note-
worthy. The first is chivalry. His definition of chivalry as he
p
views it is an excellent concept. H'The cornerstone of Chivalry I
take to be the idea of vicar ship: for the chivalrous person is, in
his own eyes at least, the child of God, and goes about this world
as Father's representative in an alien country. It was very adroitly
to human pride, through an assumption of man's personal responsibility
in his tiniest action, that chivalry nude its appeal; and exhort-
every man to keep faith, not merely ith the arbitrary will of a strong
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god, but with himself. There is no cause for wonder that the appeal
was irresistible, when to each man it thus admitted that he himself
was the one thing seriously to be considered. So man .became a chiv-
alrous animal; and about this flattering notion of divine vicarship
builded. his elaborate mediaeval code, to which, in essentials, a
great number of persons adhere even nowadays."
Cabell rambles along in this fashion, serious and ironical by
turns. It is for the more or less discerning reader to iudge whether
or not the arguments hold or are held in seriousness. One notices,
frequently allusions to authors and mythology which do not find a
response in one’s mind. The reason is simple. It is Cabell's
great romance! The authors quoted from do not exist, and some of
the mythological references are pure invention. For instances,
Nicolas de Caen in his "Dizain des Heines" and his "Roman de Lusig-
nan" is educed frequently to uphold Cabell.
In the "Roman de Luaignan" Nicolas deals with an off-shoot of
the chivalric attitude which took the form of an individual illusion*
Through his mouthpiece Cabell gives this form the name of domnei,
This, in reduced terms, is nothing or< than our familiar woman-wor-
ship. This romantic or world-moving force of woman-worship distinct-
ly involves the chivalrous. Cabell's book "Domnei" deals with the
chivalric attitude of love in its most glorified form, and, to get the
full beauty and force of this dermiurgic force one must turn to
"Domnei"
.
That lov- which originally sprung from a fierce animal desire,
has been narrowed and enlarged to the extent until it embraces consi-
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deration and reverence, and a sensibility so acute as occasionally
to disavow the original impulse is a consideration not to be mis-
handled when one weighs romance in the balance. Cabell marvels
at the illusory content of love. 1 "When you come to judge what man
has made of the raw materials of love, appraising the deed in view
as against the wondrous overture of courtship and that infinity of
high achievmente whicl time has seen performed as grace-notes, words
fail before his egregious thaumaturgy. " Cabell's statement concern-
ing love does not need minute examination. It is obvious to the casual
observer that a majority of the inhabitants come, some time, to find
themselves in the tentacles of this pleasant disease. Our end, however
remote, is a satisfaction of desire in one form or another. Love, as
an abstract quality, or an illusion, exists, to the honest person, for
only a small period after marriage. From that point, companionship,
compatibility, a sense of obligation, respect, and good taste must be
had to continue a successful relationship.
The chivalrous attitude was an intelligent one, for when one
spun romances under its influence, no meticulous attention was paid to
mere facts, and one cannot condemn the attitude, as previously men-
tioned, man along, of all animals, can actually acquire a trait by as-
suming, in defiance of reason, that he already possesses it.
The last section of the chapter is very apt and without any
introductory remarks will stend repetition.
p
^
" Indeed, when I consider the race to which I have the honor
to belong, I am filled with respectful wonder... Ail about us flow’s and
gyrates unceasingly, the material universe,— an endless inconceivable
jumble of rotary blazing gas and frozen spheres and detonating comets,
%
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wherethrough spins Earth like a frail nidge. And to this blown
molecule adhere millions and millions and millions of parasites just
such as I am, begetting arddreaming and slaying and abnegating and
toiling and making mirth, just as aid aforetime those countless gen-
erations of our forbears, everyone of whom was like* ise a creature
just such as 1 ami Were the human beings that have been subjected to
confinement in flesh each numbered, as is customary in other penal
institutes, with what interminable row of digits might one set forth
your number, say, or mine?
n'Tor is this everything, “or my reason, such as it is, per-
ceives this race, in its entirety, in the whole outcome of its achieve-
ment, to be beyond all wording petty end ineffectual, and no more
than thought can estimate the relative proportion to the material uni-
verse of our poor Earth, can thought conceive with what quint iliionths
to express that fractional - part of which I, as an individual parasite,
add to Earth's negligible fretting by ephemerae.
"Ana still— behold the miracle l — still I believe life to be
a personal transaction between myself and omnipotence, I believe that
what I do is somehow of importance; and I believe that I am on a
journey toward some very public triumph not unlike that of the third
prince in the fairy-tale... Even today I believe in this dynamic
illusion. For that creed was the first great inspiration of the
demiurge, 7— manfe big romantic idea of chivalry, of himself as his
father's representative in an alien country;— and it is a notion
at which mere fact and rea.son yelp denial unavailing! For every
one of us is so constituted that he knows the romance to be true,
and the corporal fact and human reason in this matter, as in diverse
.•
•
*
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others to be the suborned and perjured witnesses of "realism".'’
Although it does not occur chronologically in Cabell's booh,
there is a place here for a mention of other romantic notions to
which Cabell gives vent. There is common-sense, "another dynamic
illusion, through which romance retains the person of average intel-
ligence in physical employment and, as a by-product, in an augment-
ing continuance of creative comforts". It would seem from this as if
prudence were more than an affair of the swift moment, and as if the
things called practical had ultimate value in the whirling current
of existence.
There is a great deal of material in "Beyond Life'J and it all
is valuable. However, in the interests of economy this will have
to be sliced considerably. Cne must read the book to discover its
remarkably apt and diverting character.
Now in the chapter concerning the Wit ch-toraan, the essential
idea is that the perfect woman is a ghost. But before one arrives
at the above conclusion he .notes that great impetus given to romance
by these mysterious scorceresses . He supports his viewpoint by
naming, in one paragraph, vai ious excerpts and incidents in many
romantic books which have witches to further the romantic atmosphere.
It is a representative list, calling upon many well-known works.
2 Where stands the house of Pamphile, whom Lucius saw trans-
formed into an owl, and by whose pilfered unguents he himself was
disastrously converted into an ass. In the moonlit court-yard glitter
an ever-moving wheel, barley and laurel burn together there, and
Simaetha calls to the bright and terrible lady of heaven for pity
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and help and vengeance. Near-by a nameless red-haired witch waits
at the vine-hung opening of a cave: in her hand is a spray of blossoming
hemlock: and she cries, "What d’ye lack? It has a price." By the
road-side, on the m rg of a clear pool a woman smiles to think of
that v he alone foresees, with bright wild eyes that ere as
changeless as the eyes cf a serpent: for this is Lamia; and Lycius
has already left Corinth. On the adjoining heath the three Weird
Sisters stir their cauldron: they are observed, from a respectful
distance, by that Madge Gray who once rifled the rectory larder at
Tapp: lgton, and by t ee Nannie, "Cutty Sark", who in the dance
at Kerk-Alloway extorted injudicious applause from Tom O'Shanter.
Off shore Parthe nope and Ligeia and Leucosia, the dreaded Sirens,
chant their endless song: fathoms beneath them, that other sea-witch
with whom the little mermaid trafficked, lurks ir. a horrible f erect
of polypi and carresses meditatively a fat drab-colored water snake.
Through yonder glen whiiELs the blasphemous carnival of Walpurgis,
more sedate to t than when Faustus spied upon it very anciently.
Beyond those cense thickets one may yet come to the many columned
palace, builded of polished stones, wherein Circe waits the coming of
unwary mariners, Circe, the fair-haired and icate-voiced ...
., who
is a bane to men and yet sometimes takes mortal lovers."
It is in such passages as these that Cabell's erudition is
discernible. He always cliooses striking examples to illustrate hie
point and can easily conjure these from ail literature.
But Qabell does not linger with the popular conception of
witch-women, (broc.istick-r id in.,
,
. q int-eyed and gobber-t otl ed wives
.'
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of the Goat that wer. conscientiously hunted down and murdered)
on the contrary, he clings to the patfy which man takes, where man
holds tith curious tenacity to the notion that he will attain
the good graces of that fair-haired and delicate-voiced witch
"who is a ban^ to men, and yet sometimes takes mortal lovers".
The witch-woman, then, cherished by man was one who was unden-
iably beautiful and enchanting and who had powers above the
mortal woman whom you took for a sweetheart or wife. In legend
and literature we hear of heroes, strangely favored, who have the
witch-women’s affect ions, and through her shrewd advice and counsel,
excel in earthly affairs. Thus Ulysses was cherished by Circe and
Calypso; Roman Numa Pompilius, by the African nymph Egeria; Cossack
Ivan by the Sun’s sister; Scandinavian Heigi Thoriuson by Inji'ooin
,
the Irish Cisin by golden-haired Niamh . Scottish Thomas of Erciidcune
by the Queen of Faery; Ggier le Danois by King Arthur’s elfin sister
and the German T&nnhauser by the furtive Aphrodite of Thuringia.
Cabell narrates these few representative examples as romantic out-
comes of heroes favored above the ordinary mortals. Ue are much the
richer for the inclusion of these episodes in literature, and gratitude
must be given to the witch-woman for her invaluable aid in the pro-
duction of these romantic panoramas. The witch woman, as something
above mediocre and fallible humanity is something desirable above
all things on earth. And so Cabell relates, 1 "And through desire of
the witch-woman many and many a man is treated (in those queer va0ue ties
to which chroniclers allude with visible circumspection, and none has
ever narrated quite explicitly) to have sacrificed the kindly ties
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of ordinary life, and finally life itself. Ubiquitous is this se-
cretive whispering of the witch-woman' s favors, that are purchased
by bodily and spiritual pain sometirr.es, and even so are not too
dearly bought: for everywhere is rumored thus the story of the witch-
woman, and of her ageless allure, and of her inevitable elusion at
the last of all her lovers, whether crowned or cas sacked or ink-
stained, who are but mortal"...
The latter quotation will bring to the reader's mind variously
different romantic legends and stories which inculcate ideas involved-'
the sacrificing of ties— bodily and spiritual ruin— her ageless
allure, etc. The appeal of a. witch woman for r-ia.n, and the inclusion of
such in his scheme and philosophy Cabell regards a.s a logic: i outcome
of love and marriage. For love, as has been previously stated, is an
illusion and when the illusion is gone man refuses to believe that
it does not exist. And so he conjures within his mind an ideal or
witch-wo; a
,
and regards his present predicament as a mistake and
something that has happened to him alone. Thus he retains his illu-
sion and transfers his illusory loyalty to another subject.
Cabell has an excellent passage covering this phase of illusion
in the chapter, "The Witch Woman." -"You may marry through any motive
less exalted, from desire of money or of children or of someone to do
the darning, and have at least a chance of attaining the prise in
view. Eut in love-matches there is no such chance: for, were there
nothing else, love accredits the beloved with opulence in qualities
which human being* isplay, if at all, in exiguous traces; and is
compounded in large part of an awed reverence such as it is impossible
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to retain for any human being with intimacy. These phantoms vanish
at the dawn of married life: and the most obtuse of co pies set
about joint house-holding with, as concerns each other, very few
misapprehensions outliving the wedding trip; for that by ordinary
is a transmuting journey, upon which demi-god8 depart, and wherefrom
return only Hr. and Mrs. So-and So. Now human nature, whatever
cynics may assert, is humble-minded enough to think rather poorly
of itself when manifested by its associates. In a love-match
human nature most certainly is uplifted to the point of antici-
pating something b tter... And afterward you get on fairly well: ?
you miss her to a decorous degree in absence, you do not verbally
quarrel when together, and you even discover in t e woman a number
of admirable and quite unsuspected traits. In fact you would as
willingly part with your right hand as pa^t with her: but then,
when all is said, you are not in love with your right hand either.
And you very often wonder ? hi t h oecome of that other woman,
whom you thought you were marrying."
There is the essence of Cabell's psychological analysis of
the subject and fro. t: is small excerpt )n^; c n see, in part, the
reason for the existence of the dream or witch-woman as a compensa-
tory factor. This domftet or woman-worship, inherent in us all, must
have an outlet, so ^abell conceives. Thus we have a substantial
foundation for ail the romantics concerning the witch-woman.
Now who is it that is responsible for the promulgation of ro-
mance and illusion and its inculcation in human minds to the extent
that it becomes dynamic and a positive control of conduct? Our
.
author gives this tremendous honor to the poet or creator. Upon
this he bases his famous economist creed which is universally re-
garded as original with him. The idea of "Economy" takes in consi-
deration the illusion that whatever the artist does is something in-
dividually of overwhelming importance to mankind. Admitting that il-
lusion, (and since we admit e illusions of love, patriotism,
common sense, etc., it is not illogical) the artist believes that
anything which aids in making him the more efficient to bring forth
the idea or to catc. fleeting beauties or to conjure visions that will
delight, satisfy and direct mankind, is to be invoked and is not
necessarily answerable to the ethical standards of mankind.
Another precept in the Economist creed is that which suggest
a full attainment of one's body and abilities. Cur body and mind are
simply loaned us for a short period of time and really do not belong
to us. We come of practically nothing and end the same way. That
actually belongs to us is what we perform with our bodies or the net
amount of our accomplishments. It is s if we were loaned a sum of
money. The principal does not belong to us, but all the profit we
receive from the use of the principal is solely ours. Cabell believes
and he says the. true artist believes, and the true man should believe,
we should get the ' utmost increment from the loan for the true cap-
italist would never dream of allowing an asset to be idle.
Since the artist controls destiny by painting and forwarding the
illusion in such dynamic form as to make mankind strive to approximate
it in ethical behaviourp,it is his duty purely and simply to squeeze
from his temporary loan ever :r Dit of juice possible. How he manages
to do this, or the means he utilizes is not as important as the actual
..
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result. A superlative r suit justifies any means.
Oabell digs again into his wide knowledge of literature to
show how the economist creed has been utilized to the perpetual
benefit of man, and in so doing shows how the means which today would
be vociferously condemned .Led to an end which might or would not
have occurred under any other situation, '"hat are the examples
that Cabell chooses from the vast range of literature?
Marlowe, due to his general availability and his recognized
worth, appeals greatly as a man to demonstrate economy as utilized
by the artist. It is incontestable that Marlowe wasted health and
repute, and even lost his rife, in the pursuit of dissipation. It
is also incontestable that Marlowe is regarded by many critics and
laymen as a “dissolute wastrel afflicted v it rhetorical epilepsy,
during fits of which he wrote his Here ana Lear.der and his Faustue."
Now Cabell berates this viewpoint from the economist's view. Marlowe
had a fine genius; a perusal of hie works will substantiate that,
and the products prov c that the genius was exercised worthily.
(Tarburlaine the C-reat) (The Jew of Malta; ( Toward the Second) (Hero
and Leander) (The tragical History of Dr. Faustue) The fore-mentioned
titles are the increment to justify Marlowe’s economy. The cost, as
the discussed author notes, of those marvelous literary creations, was
the flung-away life of a shoemaker's oldest son in pot-house dissipation.
Cabeli writes,
-'-“At the birth of muc of, if not ail, this
loneliness alcohol played the midwife." He tells of Marlowe drinking
and drinking until he has lost contact with a prosaic world. In the
world of intoxication was the quota of dreams, visions, subjects, and
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inspirations which Marlowe grasped to turn into immortal work. It
was in this world, in which Marlowe best justified his gifts and genius.
Therefore, it was true economy to express his genius to the utmost
wr ith any possible means at his command.
After the justification of Marlowe's actions upon the creed
of economy, Oabeli turns to Villon, the second instance he calls
forth in this Cook. But before proceeding upon a detailed consideration
of Villon's alignment to the "economy" creed, a quotation of the first
paragraph regarding the versifier Villon is instructive as to one of
Cabell's views concerning class-room practice as to the avoidance
of actual fact concerning poets, besides being instructive generally.
^
" Then there is yet another versifier, Francois Villon, whose
doings in the flesh allure me here toward a parenthetic and resist-
less illustration of what I have in mind; for, of course, among the
many morals suggested out of hand by the terrestiai career of Villon
the most perturbing is that depravity may, in the last quarter of
every other olue moon, be posit ively praiseworthy. Among other notable
poets have been deplorable citizens; hundreds of them have come to
physical and spiritual ruin through drunkenness and debauchery; yet
over these others, even over Marlowe if you be particularly obtuse,
it is possible to puli a long face, in at any event the class-room, and
to assume that their verses would have been infinitely better if only
the misguided writers thereof had lived a trifle more decorously.
But with Villon no such genteel evasion is permissible. The "Crand
Testament" is a direct result of its aut-or's having been, plus
genius, a sneakthief, a pimp, and a cut-throat. From personal ex-
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perience painfully obtained in the practise of these several vocations
it was that Villon wove imperishable verses, and he could not have
corse by this experience in any other way. So we have this Testament,
which is an inseparable medley of sneers and beauty and grief and
plain wastiness (and wherein each quality bewilder ingly begets the
other three),., as the reaction of a certain personality to certain
experiences. Te are heartily glad to have this Testament: and upon
the whole we are grateful to Villon for having done whatever was
necessary to produce these poems. And no sane person would condemn
the Ballade an Horn de ia Fortune, the Regrets de las Eeale . Heaulmiere,
and the Epitaph, on the score that their purchase price was severally
the necessity of forcing a man of genius to occupy a jail, a.nd brothel
and a gibbet. For again oui moral prejudices fail to traverse the
corridors of time; and we really cannot bother at this late day to
regain the view point of the Oapetian police".
Cabell, being ever the Romanticist cannot hut help ’’knocking"
the practical. Thile concerning himself with the circumstances sur-
rounding Villon’s creations and the obvious necessity of Villon’s
circumstances in aiding his creations to the forms they took, Cabell
finds ample suggestion of the negative element contained in~’’the quaint
and rather general human habit of "being practical". He recalls that
Villon stole purses and the constabulary hunted him down, and yet
both of these facts are equally unimportant ^"with all the other coeval
manifestations of common sense." Thus in Villon’s generation Jeanne
D’Arc. drove the English out of France and Louis the Eleventh establish-
ed the Frenct monarchy in actual power. These both were tl ght prac-
tical. But today know that these measures were useless as, since
1. Beyond Life: page 105
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then, the English army has entered France at various other inter-
vals, and as the present government does not seem to be of monarchic
1
form—Yet, writes 11, "the emotion with which .
_
Dnc in
1431 regarded a loaf of bread in a oakery : indov survives unchanged.
Et pain ne voyent gu'aux fenestres, he (Villon) wrote: and his ac-
tion in setting down that single line has proven a more lasting and
momentous feet than the capture of Orleans."
Cabell continues to deride the practical by considering all
the practical persons of Villon's acquaintance,— bishops, lords,
inces, lawyers, physicians, magistrates, and merchants and the
fact that, in spite of discharging duties well, nothing they did
remained vital. Again, nothing survives exc: rch a thing as
"the wail, as of a hurt child, that life sho Id he so 'horrid'."
Turning back to the main theme, economy, Cabell divulged that
Villon was a great poet because he was not mired with reason and
had nothing to do with thought in his poetry. He did not claim in-
tellectuality. Therefore, from gross emotion his grief is extremely
acute and peculiarly contagious. Villon laments such obvious but
none the less true and regretful affairs as the loss of youth and
vigor, the cruelty of beat,, and its ini Ldioui i adful approach and
the various vagaries and vicissitudes of life. To quote Cabell's
3
paraphrase of Villon "Ana it is p-rfectly preposterous that, merely
because I lost my temper and knifed a rascal, who was no conceivable
loss to anybody, the sheriff sho id be going to hang me on a filthy
gallows, where presently the beak of a be-draggled crow will be
pecking at my face like the needle at my mother's old thimble.
1. Beyond Life: page 105
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To get down to the particular , Cabell, believed sincerely
and proves that had Villon not lived the type of life he did, we would
have lost those immortal lines concerning the depth of feeling and.
the tremendous emotional experience accompanying a hungry man's
perusal of a tempting loaf of oread in a bakery window. Villon
was rich in emotional reaction and it was because he traversed the
whole emotional keyboard. A realistic scenic portrayal may leave
one "cold", but when one comes upon an emotional reproduction that is
genuine and that is perfect verbally due to genius, the responsive
chords are touched, and humans received expression of the emotion
vicar iousiv
.
Doubtless Villon found life "horrid", and it was in his system
of economy, conciously or otherwise, to render life endurable and
productive literarily, to.drir. much wine as he could obtain.
^"Besides" (writes Cabell injecting himself into the Villon personality)
"wine gives you such stupendous notions for a ballade, and enables you
to comprehend the importance of writing it, as you, who are so woefully
unappreciated, who are so soon to die, alone can vrite it; and equally
does wine sustain you through the slow fine toil of getting all the
lovely words just right.." The previous quotation, in short para-
phrases Villon's creed. Although not uplifting, sincerity, poignant
sincerity, marks it. He was terrified and bewildered by life, especiall
as he found it. He therefore cfeli ghted doubly in the colorful things
of life, and his realization of their impermanence gave him a particu-
larly fine sense of reproduction. He communicated the ideas in un-
surpassed fashion.
To conclude Villon's connection with economy as Cabell sees the
1. Beyond Life: page 107
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affair, let the following excerpt make the final clarification upon
his attitude.
^"And we who receive the gift, ail we who profit thus directly by
the fact that Francois Villon was in the flesh, plus genius, a sneak-
thief, a pimp, and a cut-throat— why . lay very well protest
our sole concern with the long-dead is aesthetic. For that is a more
comfortable course then its alternative, which is to make confession
that Villon's depravity has proven positively praiseworthy. Yet,
either way, we have no right to dwell obtusely upon a circumstance
which Villon himself is reported to have disposed of, once for all:-
( Continuing tahell quotes a critic) 'Then Paris had need of a singer
Fate made the man. To kings' courts she lifted him; to thieves'
hovels she thrust him down; and past Lutetia's palaces and abbeys
and taverns and gutters and prisons and its very gallows
—
past each
in turn the man was dragged, that he might make the Song of Paris.
Sc the song was made; and as long as Paris endures Francois Villon
will be remembered. Villon, the singer Fate fashioned as was needful:
and in this fashioning Villon the man was ruined in body and soul..
And the song was worth it.'
'Today, of course, nobody anywhere deliberate denying that the
song was very well worth it. One may permissibly dispute what call
there was to drag Fate into the business: but there is no possible
disputing that Villon's first homicide was one of the luckiest acci-
dents in the history of Literature; and that a throng of ingrates have
failed to render any appropriat gratitude to Dorn Fhiliipe Sermaiee,
for allowing himself to be killed so easily, by a novice in misdemeanor.
1. Beyond L fe: page 108
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Thus we see that Oabell when driven to the aesthetic reveals
that such aesthetic appeal would never have existed if it had not
been for the individual economy the author — Cabell’s examples being
Marlowe and Villon
—
practical.
Since the Cabeliian theory of economy is considered original
with him, the closing three sections of the chapter,— a summary and
general conception of his theory as a whole- althougf/extended, as an
invaluable for an accurate and concise conception of a well thought
out and logical idea.
^"To some few of our multifarious race, this futile body-wasting
practised by kings and precedents and political parties, by ditch diggers
and milliners and shrewd men of business, seems irrational. The thrift-
ier artist is resolved to get enduring increment of his body, and by
means of that movable carcass which for a while he j rtially controls,
to make sc g that may, with favoring luck, be permanent. Parti-
cularly does this incentive hearten the craftsmen in the creative lit-
erature where-through a man perpetuates his dreams. In all other
forms of chirographic exercise, v/herin the scribe expresses his know-
ledge and ostensible opinions,— as in history or in philosophy or
in love-letters or in novels that deal with "vital" problems or in
tax interrogatories,— his writing is certain very soon to require
revision into conformity with altered condition, and is doomed ulti-
mately to interest nobody. In the sister arts, there needs only a
glance at the discolored canvases of Leonardo, or at the bettered Venus
of the Louvre, to show that here too time lies in wait to work dis-
astrous alchemy. But the dream once written down, once snared with
1. Beyond Life: page 115
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comely and fit words, may be perpetuated: its creator may usurp the
brain-celis and prompt the flesh of generations born lon^ after his
own carnal loans are dust; and possibly he may c > this-here is the
iur e-forever .
"To authors who regard their art witr actual reverence,- and
beyond doubt exaggerate its possibilities ns prodigally as their own,
—
this then is the creative writers goal: it is to bring about this that
he utilized his human brain and body: and it is to this end he de-
votes those impermanencies . By any creative writer, as has been sa.id,
the human brain is perverted to uses for which it was perhaps not
especially designed: nor is it certain that the human body was orig-
inally planned as a device for making marks on paper. Thus the ser-
ious artist, ell as the contributor to those justly popular maga-
zines wherein the fiction is arranged, and to every appearance written,
with a view of inducing people to read the advertisements, will very
often damage his fleshly allotments in adapting them to serve his
turn. And this would be a weighty consideration to the elect artist,
is aboye all else an economist; were a man^sjj’or bo g ^ ^ .
sibility of hook or crook, and even in its present imperfection, to
be retained by him. But these chattels, as the elect artist alone
would seem to comprehend, with any clarity, are but the loans of
time, who in an indeterminable while will have need of hie own. So
always this problem confront the creative writer, as to what compro-
mise is permissable between his existence as an ephemeral animal.
And this problem has the dubious distinction of being absolutely the
only question no writer has -ver settled, even to his own satisfaction.
..
.
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«Uor is this all. Enduri literature, as it is necessary once-
more to point out in a land where reviewers so incessantly dogmatize
as to this or to 1 t book’s ’’truthfulness to life”, does not consist
ot reportorial work. It is not a transcript of human speed and ges-
ture, it is not even "true to life" in any four-square sense, nor
are its materials to be drawn from the level of our normal and trivial
doings. 3o th - riters seldom establish their desks at street-corners,
which would seem the obvious course were it really anyone's business
to copy human life,— but to the contrary, affect libraries where
they grumble over being disturbed by human intrusion. I shall pre-
sently come back to this vital falsity of "being true to. life."
— Meanwhile the elect artist voluntarily purchases loneliness
by a withdrawal from the place of com on life, since only in such iso-
lation can he create. No doubt he takes with him his memories of
things observed and things endured, which later may be utilized to
lend plausibility and corroborative detail: but, precisely as ir. the
Book of Genesis, here too the creator must begin . /acuo . ore-
over he must withdraw, for literary evaluation, to an attitude which,
is frankly abnormal. The viewpoint of "the man in the street" is
really not the viewpoint of fine literature; their touchstones dis-
play very little more in common than is shared by the standards of
lineal measure and avoirdupois weight: and for the great part of every
day, at meals, and in our family concerns, and in all relations with
human beings, each one of us is perforce "the in the street.” It
is from his own ormal vie point that the artist must withdraw. And
sometimes the mind goes of its own accord into this withdrawal and
.*
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reverie abstracts the creative writer i'rorr: the ties and aspirations
of his existence as a tax-payer. Of the pleasure he knows then
one need not speak: but it is a noble pleasure. And soL.eti.es the
mind plays the refractory child and clings pert inaceousl; r to the
belongings of workaday life: and abstraction will not come unaided.
T:_en it would seem that this ruthlessly foreseeing economist in-
duces such withdrawal by extraneous means (as people loosely say)
as a matter of course, and by mere extension of the principle on
which he closes his library door... Of the pleasure he knows then
one need not speak: but, then also, the pleasure is noble. For
nov he is conscious of stupendous notions: he comprehends the
importance of writing down these notions as he alone can write
them: and feeling himself to be a God, with eternity held in fee,
he need not grudge the slow and comminuted labor of getting all
of his lovely words just right. And. now he is for the while re-
leased from inhibitions which coi. pel him ordinarily to affect agree-
ment with the quaint irrationalities of "practical" persons. For
in his sober senses, of course, the economist dare not ever be en-
tirely himself, out must pretend to be, like everybody else, admiri g-
ly respectful of bankers and archbishops, and brigadier-generals and
presidents, as the - j ghliest developed forms of humanity. So it is
from his own double-dealing that he induces a withdrawal: and with
drugs or alcohols unlocks the ceils wherein his cowardice oroinarily
imprisons his actual self. Hor with him does there appear to be any
question of self-sacrifice or seJf-injury, since, as he can perceive
with unmerciful clearness, a man’s train and body are no more a part7 -
.. .
.
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of him than is the brandy or the opium. All are extraneous things;
and are implements of which the economist makes use to serve his end.
So the abstraction is induced, the drear., is captured: and presently,
of course, this withdrawal requires augmented prompting... Thus the
wind-whirl passes with heightened speed, and the dust it animated
is quiet a little sooner than any inevitable need was. And subse-
quently commentators are put to the trouble of exposing "unsubstan-
tiated traditions" and "calumnies of Griswold" and "Bacchic myths"
and "symbolic vines," in annotated editions for the use of class-rooms.
"For to some of us, this economy seems wrong. There is no flow
in it perhaps, as a matter of pure reason: but reason very often con-
ducts one to undesirable results, and after all has no claim to be
considered infallible Drugged by the fumes of moral indignation,
we will even protest that, inasmuch as Professor Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow was a man of irreproachable habits, and it was only yester-
day that the Christian Disciples' pulpit was adorned by the Pev rend
H rold Bell bright (to whom I shall recur for admiring consideration),
it is, among other inferences, a self-evident proposition that Shakes-
peare did not die as the result of drinking. Conceivably the syllogism
is not builded of perennial brass. But, as has been said, it seems
at first sight, to every reputable connoisseur of art, that only
possible way to confront this unpleasant truth is to deny its exis-
tence. We somehow know, again led by instinctive wisdom, that it is
more salutary for us to perceive in this mythos of the Dive Eouteile
,
which clings to so many great creative writers, simply as proof of
their detractor's uninventiveness... For We admire our corner of the
planet, we prize our span of life, and we cherish our bodies with a
....
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certain tenderness. It is not the pert of the. well-balanced per-
son, say we, to think of such "economy", nor to appraise a man's
relative importance in human life, far less in the materiel universe,
after any such high-flown and morbid fashion, so long as there is
the daily paper with all the local news. So we take refuge in that
dynamic illusion known as common-sense; and wax sagacious over state
elections and the children's progress at school and the misdemeanors
of the cook, and other trivialities which accident places so near
the eye that they seem large; and we care not a button that a.ll about
us flows and gyrates unceasingly an endless and inconceivable jumble
of rotary blazing gas and frozen spheres and detonating comets,
wherethrough spins earth like a frail midge. And we decline, very
emphatically, to consider the universe a.s a whole — "to encounter
Pan", as the old Greeks phrased it, who rumored that this thing some-
times befell a mortal, but asserted likewise that the man was after-
ward insane. They seem to have had the root of the matter.
»Yet Pan is eternal and ubiquitous, whatever we might prefer
to have him... 3o perhaps that creative writer will continue inde-
finitely to abuse and wreck that inadequate human body which is his
sole medium of expression, in an endeavor to compel the thing to
serve his desire. It may be, of cours:, that he also is sometimes
led by instructive wisdom, and achieves economy with no more fore-
thought than bees devote to the blending of honey: even when the case
stands thus, the fact is no way altered that actually the creative
writer, alone of mankind, does in a logical fashion attempt the in-
human virtue of economy. './hether conciously or no, he labors to
..
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perpetuate something oi hiiTiSeli in the one sphere of which he is
certain, and shines in the only way unbarred to create, against
the last reach of futurity that which was not anywhere before he
rts.de it. He breaks his 1. elements with ruthless usage; he ruins all
that time will loan: meanwhile the work goes on with fair promise.
Yet a little while, as he assuredly reflects, and these will be no
call for moral indignation, since it will be his book alone that will
endure. And considering that wondrous volume, the archbishops, alder-
men, and pedagogues and leading philanthropists of oncouin^ years will
concede that it was the reputed wastrel who played the usurer with
his loaned body, and thriftily extorted interest, while those con-
temporaries who listened to the siren voice of common-sense were
passing in limousines to oblivion... So it is that the verbal artist
and the ^practical" person must always pity each other; and when it
comes to decid ng which is in reality the wastrel, there seems a great
deal to be said for both sides.
"Perhaps that is a moral of no large ethical value. But I
am afraid there is nothing of the sort in the whole sorry business.
Meanwhile you must r member that this cult of Art is very ancient,
and began in days when goddesses were honored by human sacrifices. 1
think it is Thomas a Kempis who reports that an old custom is not
lightly broken."
That, in effect, considers the economist creed, suggesting and
answering a fev of the elementary problems concerned and negativing
some possible objections.
The next section concerns the reactionary. What the discussion
really concerns is the cyclical reel of literature. At the moment
f.
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4this volume was written the emphasis was then on realism, on life
as it actually is, such as the "personal reaction 11 , expositions
then cluttering the market in cheap magazines. The "reaction"
attitude was the badge of the movement, analogies being the en-
-ement of a French F nticist in 1330, and the far-fetched
metaphor of the nglish Euphist in 15 . Cabell notes^"Ah, yet,
but just what, precisely, is my reaction to this?" as the correct
attitude toward life and art alike, among all the really earnest
people of that era. As a variable, to show existing vitality in
a people, Cabell does not condemn the attitude. These healthy ch
changes and reactions from existing creeds and modes, lend inter-
est and progr .. ion, even though the forrr taken in a change of
mood is not, at the present moment, of the best choice. Thus
Cabell states the following.
2"So it is well enough that "earnestness" should have its
little hour along with the ukelele, just as a 'ted-blooded reversion
to primal instincts coincided in its fleet vogue with that other
parlor-game called pi'ngpong, and in the remote era of progressive-
euchre parties pretty much everything was "subtle" and "perverse"
and "fiery colored1 .
"
Cabell believes the change the natural progress -of romance
for there are no straight lines in art. He uses as an analogy the
recurrent cyclical changes in the planets and tides and seasons,
and all else which is natural, this latter inclu - lg art. Aristotle
recommended "the continual slight novelty" as a demand of universal
nature. In his address to the Athenians, St. Paul very feelingly
1. ^-..yond Life: page 127
2. Beyond Life: p ge 128
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comments upon this craving as characteristic of the most artistic
people that ever lived.
To substantiate his point more definitely concerning the re-
volt from the Puritanical reign in literature, he reverts to the
period of 1660 where one notes. the influx of gallantry as opposed
to the chivalric attitude which obtained previously. The gallant
attitude was the direct outcome of the Restoration, and literature
shows Wycherly, Congreve and Tan Brugh as the main exponents of the
attitude. It was a period of protest and of change from the puri-
tan in life and literature just as realism and sex emphasis were
the prevailing modes in Cabell's time as differing from a romantic
le in the previous era. In showing the comparison to be true,
Cabell reverts minutely to the history of the time and to the liteiay
manifestations. However, any person with an elementary knowledge of
literature realizes that changes occur. The chapter on "The Reac-
tionary" in Beyond Life" serves, in particular, to demonstrate ro-
manticism as being a prevailing mode even when re - . is in harness.
Te will admit the reaction. But the romantic tinges even in times
of admitted realism ar those which interest Cabell immensely. To
discuss the animation, g ty, . it and excitement of that period}
the epigrammatic, paradoxical and ornamental language that became
conversational art and all the ramifications attendant is all very
well in exposition of Cabell's erudition and familiarity, but does
not concern us here. Heedless to say — in this stronghold of re-
cognized realism — Cabell discourses much upon the romantic mani-
festations} namely, the musical comedy settings of the period; the
.c
.
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existing gallantry which Cabell describes "the ert of accepting
the pleasures of life leisurely, and its inconveniences with a
shrug; as well as that, among other requisites, the gallant per-
son will a.»lways consider the world with a smile of toleration and
his own doings with a smile of ho est amusement, and Heaven with a
smile which is not distrustful, being thorough ly persuaded that
God is kindlier than the genteel would legard as rational."
Gallantry, of course, as depicted by Rochester, Buckhurst
and Sedley was prevalent almost to excess. Insofar, however, as
gallantry denied moral distinction and had no special prejudices,
one way or another in ethical matters, it failed oi romance. So
Cabell qualifies his position.
2
"Most great creative writers, in the pursuit of their em-
blematic art, have tended to present men's nature as being com-
pounded of "good" and "evil" qualities, - presenting humanity in
the explicit black and white of full dress morality, as it were,
without much intrusion of the intermediate shades of ordinary
business-wear. And all great creative writers have as a rule re-
warded the virtuous, but they have punished the wicked invariably.
Here we touch on what is perhaps the most important illusion that
romance fosters in man."
So one note: that Cabell is not entirely blind to the friv-
0f
olity and lack of pupo seethe Restoration writers when they fail of
an artistic platitude that allies itself with romance. Much of
the following section of the chapter is devoted to the analysis of
ethics and moral outcomes as it pertains to art and Romance. It is
1. Beyond Life: page 130
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not incredible that such a passage as the following occurs.
^ 11 And were there nothing else tc indicate the artistic ori-
gin of "good" and "evil", no one could fail tc note that "goodness"
everywhere takes the form of refraining from certain deeds. Every,
system of ethics, and every religion, has expressed its require-
ments in the form, not of ordering people to dc so-and-so, but of
"Thos shalt not do this or that." Thus the "wicked” have always
retained a monopoly of terrestial dealings, since the "good" have
largely confined themselves to abstention therefrom. There is only
one class of men conceivable to whom avoidance of action would
figure as being in any circumstances praiseworthy: and that, of
course, is the artist class, which along can make use of, and in-
deed has need of, physical inactivity, wherein to evolve and perfect
and embody its imaginings. To rational persons it is at once appar-
ent that mere abstention from enormities cannot in itself constitute
any very striking merit; and that rigorously keeping all the ten
commandments, say, cannot possibly give you supernal favoritism.
You really cannot in reason ask, from either celestial or civic
authorities, a reward for not being a thief or an adulterer, and
expect to enter into eternal bliss on the Oround of having kept out
of jail... To the contrary, all religious precepts, when closely con-
sidered, can have no bearing whatever on any future life, and would
seem to be the purely utilitarian figments of romance, as variously
contrived with a view of improving the coherency and comeliness of
life here."
From this point we have a craftily built up l r-ad to the dis-
cussion of religion as the greatest Romance of all. A revelation
1. Beyond Life: page 148
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of Cabell's attitude has been given previously and need not bear
repetition here.
In particular Cabell utilizes Congreve for two purposes. The
first is to reveal an individual subject for the proof that roman-
ticism existed in the realists’ stronghold. Upon perusing Congreve's
plays one notes a continual keen play of wit and brilliant conver-
sation. It is incomparable of its kind, and it is consistent in its
excellence. Now a casual examination of the book and a close examin-
ation of human beings reveals the fact that the dialogue of the former
is extremely different from the dialogue of the letter. Nowhere in
the v/or la does one find the polish and brilliance in human life which
obtains in Congreve's books. Is this not a type of romance
—
putting
superior qualities into a represented human? If one's dreams are
any criteria of romance, it is. We obviously strive for the ideal,
the possession of that wnich is beyond us and the retention of the
ideas which we intend to use and approximate but which are actually
beyond frail and mediocre human endowments.
j
Another quality of Congreve that treads upon the field of
Romance is the characterization of women. Through dialogue, descrip-
tion, action, and suggestion, Congreve puts forth an irresistable
woman. Nothing in flesh can ever attain the perfection of his
1
creations. "For they are in every 7/ay preeminently adorable, the
mendacious, subtle, pleasure-loving, babbling, generous, volatile, brave,
witty, and sumptuous j ill-flirts who rule in the Utopia of Gallantry.
So all true cognoscenti must stay forever enamoured of them; of
their alert eye, their little sat in- slippered feet, their saucy
1. Beyond Life: pa*'e 184
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tip-tilted little noses, their scornful little carmine mouths,
and their glittering restless little hands,— for they are all
rnignonnes."
Cabell continues in this vein, making out a very strong
case for his assertions. An interesting observation whic> ell
•nakes in this section is the exposition of one o: his pet theories.
He Qtlieves the artist to be forever spoiled for mortal human
women, for the artist’s pen takes in the region of superlative
creation and desire in his depiction. Every romantic artist,
according to Cabell, wastes his existence in adoration of dream
women in loftier spheres. The artist's wife deserves the deepest
1
sympathy. "For what chance had poor Ann Shakespeare against
Beatrice and Cleopatra s.nd Rosalind? For will the judicious deny
that Isabella Thackeray lost her mind with considerable provocation
when her husband was perpetually closeted with that red-stockinged
jade from Castlewood, and now with the notorious Lrs. Rowdin Crawley.
Even Scott's marriage, they say, was not eminently successful: and you
may depend upon it that at the bottom of the trouble was bistre ss
Diana Vernon of Osbaldistcne Hall in the Cheviots. Indeed, the
more per spicaceous will have no manner of doubt that Catherine Dicken
was driven into a separation through Charles's impending affair with
that iVilfer girl, coming as it did upon the heels of his undisguised
relations with the fir^t ldrs. Copperfield . . . But all that, too, is
a part of the human sacrifice through which art is yet honored by
her zealous servitors. For to be quite contentedly married may be
taken as proof positive that a writer has no very striking literary
genius, and being unable to outdo nature in creating women, is sat-
4
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isfiec" to put up with her makeshifts.'*
It is not difficult to perceive that Cabell has logically put
forth a romantic thesis which covers remarkably well everything that
ight be included. His idea of the dynamic illusion, that which is
beyond reach but which is a powerful agent in its control of man's
conduct, bears examination in microscopic form. Religion, patriot-
ism, chivalry, and the _ st serve to control our actions to a higher
plane of ethical behavior and efficiency. The artist evidently has
the greatest sense of illusion for he creates it and molds it to
serve his purpose. So when he descends to the matter of fact val-
uations he recognizes a deep loss. Thus economy_is his main standby,
and anything which aids in bringing forth the illusion is justifiable
so long as he reproduces it and s?ves it for posterity. Then we have
many beautiful and bewitching controls of conduct as evidenced by
the romantic efficiency o f author; the triumph of virtue over
wickedness; right over wrong and the beautiful over the ugly.
And yet Cabell realizes that illusions are shattered and pre-
pares you for that. One instance he educes, as previously noted, is
rr.arria.ge. many faults to which the husband had been blind, or
which the maiden had successfully pushed into the background in
the pre-nuptial stages, become as glaring as Klei^ lights when once the
knot has been tied. The fear of loss is temporarily gone, and after
the few blissful days or weeks of association, routine performance
sets in. Then it is that illusions as to various qualities of the
bride are brought to eerth with resounding thuds as one by one you
recognize the qualities as dream qualities. His answer to this ever
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recurring incident is the substitution of that other illusion,
the witch or dream woman. In *Uurged*, his ust famous opus, the
dream woman is Helen of Troy, which Jurgen, the hero, wisely puts
in that category, by refusing to take his chance of material
contact with her v hen it presents itself.
Cabell takes the opportunity in "Beyond Life" to approach
the subject of whether the "game" of literature is worth the candle.
He believes sincerely that there is a balance in every man. Cne
part of him is dedicated to material things— the pursuit of a
means of existence, the begetting of children and a response to
everyday affairs. Another part of him is spiritual— religion,
dreams, love in its .tic aspects, chivalry and all ... rest of
the romantic concomitants, for the game of literature, the giving of
one's self to dreams, is certainly not worth while if the balance
of a man indicates preponderance toward the material affairs of
life, for putting oneself into a reverje^s, seeking isolation a
searching for the intangible beauties, would, be positively deaden-
ing to a person who craves the night-club, movies, races, women,
and material satisfactions. This man is satisfied with nature's
"makeshifts" and cannot stand the hardships of hours of ^eir.^ alone
with dreams and manuscript^ striving to catch the visiun in the
most beautiful and polished, words possiole. The game is not
worth the candle if the previous conditions described obtained.
The body is loaned us, and all too soon youth, vivacity, and animation
leave us, and it is with these qualities th- t rsons of material
J,
/
bent enjoy to the jutmost material pleasures, routir.es and enjoyment
The best case cn record to demonstrate the viewpoint, as
paraphrased above, is Congreve. This famous Restoration author
suddenly, without warning, ceased to write, at the very height of
his powers, when he was at the age of 29 and famed. He wondered
whether the economy he practised was worth-while, taking his own
life as a measuring stick. Upon examination he found himself to be
a materialist, for Congreve said in effect, "Granted that the sacri-
fice avails to rescue my name from oblivion, what will it profit
me when I am dead and care no more for men's opinions.” The last
seven words of the previous statement, a reconstruction by Cabell
of what Congreve might have said, signify Congreve's attitude.
C
Wycherly also reasoned in such fashion "There was a time,"
says Wycherly, "when I, too, was foolishly intent to divert the
leisure hours of posterity. But reflection assured me that poster-
ity had, thus far, done very little to place me under that or any
other obligation. Ah, noi Youth, health, and a modicum of intelli-
gence are loaned to most of us for a while, and for a terribly brief
while. They are but loans, (the famili r refrain) and Time is
waiting greedily to snatch them from us. For the perturbed usurer
knows that till our lea.se runs out we are free to dispose of them as
we elect. How, had I more jealously devoted my allotment of those
treasures toward securing for my impressions of the universe a place
in yet imprinted libraries, I would have made an investment from
which I could not possibly have derived any pleasure, and which
would have been to other people of rather dubious benefit."
1. Beyond Life : page 188
2. Beyond Life : page 188
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Then, too, there is the other side ol the question where a
m c n's scale weighs in the opposite direction. There is no doubt
| but that every artist has to make the same choice and when one
did
loves wine, women, and other tangible things as*C!ongreve, the choiee
lies in material things. However, the romanticist, the dreamer,
the visionary, chooses the other world. For he i'inde. the desire to
write perfectly of beautiful happenings is potent and honey-sweet.
A sardonic devil takes this type ot man and sees that he does not
scrutinize the situation too logically. So the true artist yields
blindly to the inborn instanct and writes as best he can without
any theorizing as to its intent and purpose. To utilize the econ-
omy in the field of art and practise it, the artist must also possess
among other traits, egotism. That is he must have a greatly exagger-
ated opinion as to his own worth and value. If he admits that his
work is not the most i portant thing in the universe, his aesthetic
grave is mounted, for he produces only reading matter which is prac-
tically a staple commodity. Again there is nothing remaining to
make the artist adhere to his decision of creating beautiful happen-
ings perfectly done. Thus he does not receive the most increment
from his body and fails to practice the requisite economy.
A man who chooses the artistic road must of necessity and
reason be different from other men. He must practice something
li which is generally conceded not to be an instinct of man; namely.
isolation. He is condemned to loneliness fox various reasons. Cne
is that he cannot come by serviceable notions in gregarious society;
'£
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they are alien to his world. Secondly, the true artist cannot but
despise his fellow typist who thinks only in terns of royalties.
Thirdly, he cannot live with sane or wholesome folk for they night
destroy his egotism, a quality necessary for the continuance of
high-quality work. It is easy to visualize what would happen to
the artist’s well-being if he considered his work iust a diversion
for a. vacant evening or a museum; for the impression of visitors
from out of town. Is the game worth the candle? Cabell answers
the question in the folio ing fashion.
1
"
— literature is a starveling cult kept alive by the "literary."
Such literature has been, and will continue to be, always. I grant
you that it will continue always. But always, too, its masterworks
will affect directly no one save the "literary:" and to perceive this
is the serious artist's crowning discouragement. For he has every
reason to kno what "literary" persons are, if but by means of dis-
comfortable introspect ion, and all and sundry of them, he despises.
At an Anthers 1 Leag Dinner, or ar.y similar assemblage ol people
who "write," you ty ... ys detect the part
. j ints u ily peeping
toward mirrors, to see if they really do look like the others... And
it is only persons such as these, the artist comprehends forlornly,
who v ill be making any to-do over him a thousand years from today!
j
At such depressing moments of prevision, he recognizes that his de-
sire to write perfectly, and thus to- win literary immortality, is
but another dynamic illusion: and he concedes, precisely as Congreve
long ago detected, that, viewed from, any personal standpoint, the
1. Beyond Life: page 199
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game is far from being worth the candle."
So one notes Cabell’s opinion. But the qualification shows
that it obtains in only those cor. parit ively short periods of time
described as "depressing moments." At all other times the artist
with his romantic conceptions indulges in the illusion Just as the
swain indulges in love and as the adult exclaims continually of
patriotism,, and the game is very much worth the candle. •
Finally before leaviigthe discussion of this book, a. treatise
of the literary canons of Cabell, I would like to put forth the fol-
lowing for what It is worth. Cabell continually throughout the vol-
ume has set forth the creed of romanticism in its various aspects.
He has shown how the illusions of chivalry, love, religion, common
sens$, patriotism, and in limited circles, literary creation are a
part of every human normal being. There is not a vestige of doubt
that we all are controllec. et.iically by the illusions to which Cabell
applies the teiu. demiurgic as they are forcefully impelli g. To
prove this is easily dcn^ for if you turn serious attention upon
your individual person and examine your deeds you will see such things
as marriage brought about by the illusion love; routine life, brought
about by the illusion of common-sense; wars brought about by the
illusion of patriotism and, to conclude the examples, standard ethical
behaviors brought auout by religion. The above data brings rr.e to
the conclusion that in expounding his romantic thesis Cabell is the
most insidious propagator of realism existing in the literary cult
today, and is one of the best of realists. I do not qualify the
statement in the least, for anyone who reports pedestrian activities
. .
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and materialisms under the heading of realism has only told half
the story and to the judicious mind, the poorest half. For it is
our hopes,' a
,
bltions and illusions tl 1 pilot our lives,
and the material happenings are but concomitants and followings of
the more stupendous thoughts and illusions resting in the crannies
and nooks of our minds and souls.
What remains in this manuscript is a casual survey of his
methods as he applies them to his works. The Romance, in some such
form as I have described, is included in all his labors, so that by
an analysis of "Beyond Life" the reader has discovered Cabell's
thesis as he applies it, more or less, to all his books.
To begin upon CabelL's work, one cannot neglect the short
stories. The volumes containing these are "The Line of Love",
try”, "Chivalry" and the "Certain Hour". These short stories
are episodic in manner, but their main dieting g characteristic
is that they are essentially gestures. The heroes are invariably
poets and warriors. Love is the most recurring theme. In accordance
with the illusory theories developed by Cabell it is not surprising
to find the hero reaching some hi h moment of valor or renunciation
in which he meets the situation with even more eclat than is de-
manded. The short story "In Necessity’s Mortar" demonstrates the
idea clearly. Francois Villon, the protagonist, sees Catherine de
Vancellec, a woman who has jilted and shamed him, for the last time.
He discovers that she still, loves him, but, knowing Xixa/* he now is
an extremely depraved character, decides that he must kill her love
to save her, and so he disavows any preference for her whatever. A
.c.
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noble gesture 1 Again the Prince de Gatinais, in "The Scapegoats",
in one gesture poisons his son's low-born sweetheart to give the
younger man his rightful place in France and to keep him on the
place of high-born duty. With another tremendous gesture the
prince poisons himself in expiation for a deed which he does not in
the least regret. At such periods, you can be sure, the Cabellian
heroes are above the mediocre stature of mankind and indulge in mad
glorious conceits which are not consistent v ith a. mere prosaic at-
mosphere. These gestures are for the most part vain. For instance,
Villon f - when crying out in agony over his obligations, that
the cry suggests a ballad. "So, dismissing for the while his misery,
he fell to considering, with undried cheeks, what rhymes he needed."
Another character made by his father, a duke, escapes boredom in
becoming a vagabond piano tuner. (Louis de Soyecourt)
The danger in recording these gestures was one of treading
into the realm* of sentimentalism. Cabell recognized this, and we find
his action of trying to obliterate his first editions but a sub-
stantiation of the point. For in the earlier days, before Cabell
reached the stage of sophistication, he was prone to the error. The
books which wer produced in the earlier period are verbose and in majjry
o cases sentimental, so that one know^s his powers were in am embyological
stage. As indicated in "Straws and Prayerbooks" he is satisfied at
the revised state of his productions. The criticien of verbosity and
sentimentality is, as I have said, not to be educed in the present
editions. However, in the volume of short stories "The Certs.in Hour"
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revision was unnecessary. For here Ms heroes are technically poets,
and a stretch of the imagination is not requir d to visualise those
protagonists as men of a zest and wit who naturally transcend,
their more prosaic fellows. Yet one cannot escape that all of Cabell's
heroes are in various degrees poets, much the same as the characters
who cavort through Shakespeare's dramas. Often the theme is the
conflict between a poet and a warrior for the same lady. The poet
is usually quicker and more intelligent _ his verbal thrusts, but
as for rhetoric there is no marked difference. In order to make the
situation reasonable, Cabell has wisely laid his scenes in times
when valor and poetry were held jointly in high e steen and were inter-
woven with codes of honor.
Thus* he has a bulwark upon which to plan his gallant and chi-
valrous creations. All these stories have manifestation of the gallant
or the chivalrous. John Bulmer in "In the second April" reflects often
upon the boy he used to be. He makes much of an old love, but honestly
recognizes the lack of violence in his expression of regrets and is not
too poignant in his remembrance of the Alison of his youth. At his
advanced age he is a seasoned veteran. Ke utilizes his previous ex-
periences with a. cunning that is not absent even in his courtship v tth
the heroine, Claire de Puysange. By his persistent lightness on the
most desperate occasions, Bulmer frequently distresses Claire. However,
at the climax he meets his enemies with an unassailable courage even
when accompanying the action with laughing eloquence. Bulmer is a
gallant; he is the dream of gallant perfection; his wooing is an art;
he takes acceptance and rejection with equal fortitude; and he is the
.r \
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the bravest of warriors. Constantly in the short stories the gallant
and the chivalrous delight! It is the highest art, with beautiful
coloring and magnanimous audacity.
The four volumes are noted for their persistent vorslip of
beauty and heroism— two keywords in the Cabellian code. His locales
are curiously over lapping. Boundaries of time and geography encroach
upon each other. History and fable are intermingled with remarkably
good results. He makes his ov/n patterns, and the fabric justifies the
means. Another peculiarity manifests itself in the choice of his
dramatic moments. Cabell tends to choose those occasions about which
ii tory is either silent or hazy' in the lives of noted men and v/omen.
For instance, Falstaff's mating with a boyhood sweetheart; the final
interview of Marlowe with the girl he loves; the mysterious death of
Herrick; and the marriage ox Sheridan to Miss Qgl . Cabell's short
stories abound in such instances.
A phase of Cabell that is not i concilable by some readers is
the ironic approach to his themes. This method operates against those
readers who prefer their literary dish in entirely romantic mode. His
heroes do not remain forevei heroes, and it seems that 3abell glories
in disillusionment. Thus his stories move deliberately, and the epi-
sodes are done in steady fashion . a carefully rounded art. In
other words, no enthusiasm can make away with Cabell. Tor, although
he recognizes the univer sitality of romance and illusion and its driving
power, he also recognizes that it is also an illusion even when he him-
self is in the throes of an illusion— that of writing and believing it
to be worth-while. Then it is evident that Cabell interprets in the
terms of a spectator who knows the superlative quality of ecstasy
.i
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while recoL . .Zinc its inherent vanity.
Cabell's style is very smooth. Examination reveals no sharp
sudden angles. Everything is written with careful attention to de-
tail, rhythm, and beauty. Probably the only criticism is that he so
keeps the ideal of beauty before him that nov. and then the phrases
become monotonous and have a tailored appearance. Many ti.es ve are
led through winding verbal channels, whereas his message might have
been expressed much more simply. At hit best, he sr, hit nings
are remarkably clear, and the choice of words unsurpassable. He is
rhythmic, and, if there is any such thing as poetic prose, Cabell
deserves a top-notch position in the field.
Now there are a few novels by Cabell that deserve to be ranked
as minor buttresses, along with the short stories, to the major con-
struction. These are the four novels which have their locale in
Lichfield ic Fairhaven, romantic cities of Virginian association, al-
though there are no positive. assertions to the truth of that statement.
All we know is that suggestion after suggestion reminds us of Cabell's
own Virginia. Lichfield and Fairhaven exist in a gallant and chivalrous
*
manner. Cabell's ideas of romance stili obtaining no matter nov. changed
the conditions or time. The complexity of the present day world does
not smirch the towns, Their business seems primarily to advance love in
eloquent fashion and with due reference to delicate codes. The men,
Felix Kennaston, Robert idg
,
Rudolph w ,
i eris go on thei. rry way; theii object, love. 3o "The Eagle's
Shadow," "The Cords of Vanity", "The Rivet in Grandfather's heck," "The
Cream of the Jest," are dedicated to one of our most universal instincts
in such a manner as to glorify it. Occasionally the heroes brood over
'.
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their previous love-affairs, but on the whole they move through
the course of their lives loving lightly or more seriously as the
case ight be* They br rts, beco heartbroken, but in all
cases there is a. recovery on both the masculine and feminine sides.
The women* alth . few, are pleasantly varied in character. They
traverse the region of human emotion and shov. many sides to their
characters. Thus theii diversity and changing moods enrich the
story tremendously. Interest never lags for one cannot analyze a
woman according to routine actions. They are g? intelligent,
and solemnity and shallowness do not exist.
The stories themselves have degrees of dii rences. For
. tance, "The Eagle* s ,v , " abook that was created before the
maturity of Cabell's powers
,
with its lack of consistency in dia-
Logu nd its theatrical salution, differs markedly from, say “The
Cords of Vanity", a book which is merely an elongated line of love
with Townsend as poet and romancer serving the pleasant role of hero
in all cases. The "Cream of the Jest" differs from the two previously
mentioned in .another fashion. Here on< finds the narrator suspending
two universes in his hand, turning to each, as the case might be, for
the clarification and progress of his story. The rr.ovel comparisons
insure interest.
In all these books one notes, irrespective of' the length of
the volumes, that the narratives are all episodes and distinctly so.
They are a sequence of little dramas given over to the task of ex-
posing the vanity of human desires. It is not necessary, then, for
Cabell to i 1 his range. He finds a few situations, cleverly alter-
ed and varied^ sufficient for his purpose. A character which has been
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proven and tried is much better to vor\ with than a possible failure
in an unknown experiment in creation* So we have our heroes re occur-
ring in various volumes, just as, in these books, the same situations*
disguised carefully are made recurrent.
The heroes of the volumes comprehend and bear their fates.
Blind tragedy and dumb victims find no place in Cabell's repertoire.
The characters are aware of what they do and the probable conse-
t
quences of an act. Thus the gallant, the let-be-what-may, attitude
prevails. Ignorance does not exist. The characters philo % lize
eruditely and are aided in living by the conclusions drawn therefrom.
"The Rivet in Grandfather's re ck »’
,
the last book of the series,
in discussion, brings out still another idea. The theme breaks the
boundaries of our own material existence , and touches aspects incon-
ceivable in the universe, lusgrave undoubtedly loved deeply the girl
he married, yet his thought cheri the memory of the girl whom
Charter is married, Allowing for a love, it is contrary to reason in our
world that one's ti Light i side elsewhere. This volume inci-
dentally, is a sharp satire. The story takes a "poke" at all the follies
and affections end absurdities of the South, using Musgrave, the hero,
as the implement. Musgrave is a Southerner, comically outfitted with
chivalry and heroics, who quaintly bears the badge of hie irony.
"The Cream of the Jest" certainly afford a fine instance of a
positive neglect of terrestial laws and boundaries. Kennaeton, as
Kennaston in Lichfield and Hovendile in an imaginary world, visits both
and inserts hie personality in either with disrespectful attention to
universal law. There is no such jump of unciimable 7/all separating the
two locales. They blow into each other with bewitching vacillations,
thus affording endless opportunities for comparisons. 0i and, it
*
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would seem that the career of Kennaston suggest an. allegory
with the hum ce as the more indusive hero. Unable to endure
the pain and boredom of living, humans turn perpetually to the higher
atmospheres and ere-- te better regions to dream in and to escape drug-
ging experience. Kennaston argues to the effect that men and women
are merely characters in an unrevealed plot which some great ^omancer
is constructing above us. It is assumed also that the dramatic mo-
ments are those in which we reuse ourselves from the pedestrian gait
we folio™ end ere driven by incalculable urges which are the high-
lights of our existence. These are the dynamic illusions.
The two most important works of Cabell are admittedly "Jurgen"
and "Figures of Earl , Lth the first holding most of the critics’
votes. Between Jurgen,, the hero of thebook of that title, and
Manuel, the protagonist in "Figures of Earth", Cabell manages to
exhibit virtually all the human qualities which interest him.
Let us look to "Figures of Earth" first. Manuel the Redeemer
is the hero of the story anc* as indicated in Cabell's geneclogical
analysis the direct or indirect propagator of all of Cabell's most
important cha/ acters. It is in a comparison with Jurgen that one
linds a marked difference in character. The portrayal of Manuel
tinds one believing him strange and aloof, as contrasted;, to the
matter of course rendition of Jurgen. The story recounts Manuel’s
deeds, but there are nowhere any firm declarations as to ... j.el’s
inmost t noughts or emotions. In fact, the working of the hero's mind,
must remain an enigma. He is a character that one can admire, but
love and sympathy are not his as he is nothing but successful in all
his endeavors.
A man
,
ho is busy constantly and actively with diverse af-
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fairs, has not the time to advance himself in the 0races of his people.
His greatest aim, as noted i the geneologieai analysis
,
is to mold
out figures in his own image by prorogation. He does not always con-
cern himself t. us. The redemption s nle of Poictesme, the' lore of
of various women and duties attendant a hero’s station make
deep inroads upon his time.
The story opens with the hero a swineherd in the regions of
Rathgor and Lower Targamon, mythological regions. Suskind, an un-
tainted fairy mistress, has taught Manuel the idea of not g sat-
isfied with things as they are, a divine quality. Manuel, however,
deserts Suskind because he is tempted by prospects of human glory.
At first he followed his own thoughts and desires, but his exper-
iences among men taught him that success is not to be reached in such
fashion. The world is eager to be deceived, so Manuel’s motto, be-
came "Mundus vuit decipi." In spite of the fact the t his voice breaks
spells and his touc 1 tumbles walls, he steadily becomes a man of the
universe he inhabits. Thirty years are consumed in the winning back
of Hiafer who eventually t^irns out to be like any other wife. Enor-
mous energies are consumed, after his accession to the position of the
Count of Poictesme, in redeeming that principality the net result is
boredom. Pith the a.id of ^ueen Freydis he vitalizes such figures as
Sfisphia, which is but phrases transposed. In the end, the protagonist
spends a majority of his days in the P om of Ageus, an obvious a.nagram
of usage. To proceed with i tor
,
he is tempted . 03kind to return
to her garden. He pleads his daughter h'eli cent as an excuse although
his child wearies him in any extended compani jnship
. On pei caption
of the mark of Suskind on Melicent, he goes Lys the bewitching
spirit. Shortly after, Death takes him to the dim pool of Ear ant on
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where awaited Mr the figure of himself so long ago begun but yet
unfinished. The follow ing quotation is a very revealing passage.
^
" Oh
,
certainly," says lianuel to Grandfather Death, "Count
Manuel's achievments were notable and such as were not known any-
where before, and men will talk of them for a long while. Yet,
looking back,— now that this fared County of Poictesme means less
to me, — why, I se see only the strivings of an ape reft of
his tail, and grown rusty at climbing, who has reeled blunderingly
from mystery to mystery; with pathetic makeshifts, not understanding,
greedy in ail desires, end always honeycombed with poltroonery.
So in a. secret place his youth was put away in exchange for a prize
that was hardly worth having; and the fine geas which his mother
laid upon him was exchanged for the common geas of what seems expected'.'
One can catch from this a semblance of hr. Cabell's allegory
of worldly success. Even through the successes of Manuel, Cabell lays
the foundation for defeat. On the oth r side of a triumph, one can
peer intently \ ithout discerning the gain. For when a person has
conquered, he has nothing left to attain and nothing to strive for.
it orth tb- .er : ?
Formulas are reversed in "Figures of Earth". It seems strange
upon perusal that the tricked and duped should cling to the illusion
instead of making over to reality. One notes, in practically all
novels of the present era, of youth going throu h life and as a
result arriving at -the conclusion that the common modes and routines
are the only sensible things to follow. That appeals to Cabell in a
humorous light* for what appears cosmic to the author in the situation
1. Figures of Earth
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is not that youth resists the world for atlong period of time, out rather
that the
.
>ut si >uld have be t hen in so completely. Foi 1 bell
notes accurately enough that the dreams of youth come back to haunt
the most sophisticated anc ... st o Also, these dreams, in a
multitude of cases, prove of more substance than the daily phantasms
surround us. If it were not for the contingency that the
render to the common and sensible is stoutly rationalized triumphantly
by so many men, the surrender to this phase of life would be tragic.
Here it is that Cabell i jects his irony. Cabell chuckles at
the thread-worn common everyday counsels of Uiafer, just as the man
in the street would laugh at the promises of Suskind. Genuine existence
is not busy mediocrity. Life connotes the rapture of love without a
subsiding into comfortable friendship and implies the glory of perfect
achievment rather than a success measured by imbecilic applause. Isn't
it far-fetched, then, that Manuel should have emigrated f Rathgor to
be a co monplace husband, count and father.
The story of "Jurgen" is quite different in various aspects.
Whereas ’’Figures of Earth” restricts itself to the ee.rth, "Jurgen»con-
t he
i
,
volume cosmic 1,.
Achilles of poictesme as contrasted to the Ulysses' character izat ion of
Jurgen. Also, as. we know* Jurg . rendition o t the mystery of
"Figures of Earth". However, the protagonists' careers equally
in age, decrepitude and in the sense of universal vanity.
The story is interesting, if fantastical. Jurgen i? rewarded
for speaking kindly of things as they exist be receiving the permission
to have a year of youty, retaining in the meanwhile, his old head upon
a youthful pair of shoulders. Thus the foundation is laid for an
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impish amorous * ast. The volume is called "AComedy of Justice"
but it is poetic justice which Jurgen weeks because it is non-ex-
istent in the realm of Koschei. Koschei, by t] way, i
and controls the destinies of men . Without the slightest thought <S f
verity and with quantities of nerve and nonchalance, Jurgen assumes,
in succession, the titles of duke, prince, king, emperor, and pope.
He refuses tc be awed. As e iperor he regally stalks shout Hell and
does not insist on being tortured and burned as the other occupants
in egotistic vanity do. This, of course, is a great relief to
the overworked devils, as pope, Jurgen visits Heaven e,
with much impudence, he sits upon the throne of God.
His year's tour reveals a surprising itinerary. King Arthur ' s
court, with the beautiful Guenevere present, attracts him. He wins
her love. Coeaigne, where the Lady of the Lake resides, is graced by
Jurgen's presence. I is a wonderful time, learns many curious
things and wins the Lady of the Lake’s affections. Pseudopolis is the
region where ^ueen Helen resides, married to Achilles. Jurgen comes
into contact with h . t incomparable beauty,
thus retaining his witoh-woman or illusion. Dorothy la Desiree, a
former sweetheart, is ght before him in all hex beauty. With his
wisdom, Jurg akes matt of the opportunity
presented.
It would s era strange that Jurgen should refuse his choice of
all e women when his year of gTace ends, but, nevertheless, Jurgen
has his reasons. His ' edge has turned illusion to delusion. Eiviii
was not an attribute of Guenevere
.
His age makes him reject the physi-
cal desirability of the Lady of the Lake. His knowledge of illusions

reverting to delusions makes him unwilling to mate with Helen.
Thus, alt )ugh the journey has afforded him deep pleasure, Koschei
has defeated him by bringing him in direct contact with his ill-
usions. So the story ends with Jurgen turning back to his wife.
All in all the book is a successful plea for monogamy.
The justice which Jurgen is continually seeking, whether in
Heaven, HelL, Camalot or other regions, proves as much an illusion
as the success sought by Manuel
"Jurgen" has been the target of many attacks. There are ce-
ta.in passages in the narrative that stand open to attack. However,
they fit the general scheme so nicely that no-one has any foundation
for their exclusion. Cabell believes, and who with experience can
deny the assertion, the hot writtfcing i nd fantastical abandonments of
love to be as much as part of love's drama as the mental and spiritual
ironical Cabell.
Cabell enjoys his task. He takes a trafficking soul and injects
into it insolence of a high order, an insolence, however, does
not subdue intelligent research. The territories of romance are visited
w-herein imagination has localized deeds and emotions which the race re-
members. Jurgen, ever analytical, finds gross exaggerations to be the
rule. Hell has delusions. As a matter of fact, he is informed that
Hell is nothing but an illusion which Koschei has created for the grat-
ification of men who demand torment foi their sins. Heaven was created
to satisfy man from a pattern which man himself furnished. Page after
page reveals satire. The prudes of Philist ia are ridiculed; the ex-
cessive claims of democracy receive subtle raillery, the pretensions of
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orthodoxy are pitilessly laughed at. Jurgen traverses the scale of
n existence, in turn destroying all the illusions which men so
fondly cherish.
An objection put forth by the lay-man to a booh of the "Jurgen 11
type is the symbolism employed. Cabell mixes up mythologies, histories,
and geographies without hesitation or apology. There is too much
gusto present for pedantry, and ignorance is negatived by the pains-
taking method employed in spite of external appearances. To complicate
matters more Cabell invents with a high hand. A symbol, then, may be
crowded with brilliant suggestion and then again may have not the
slightest meaning. His anagrams, allusions, symbols, signs, refer-
ences, and connotations ore for individual inspection and interpretation.
Allegories appear in unexpected spots, and yet what migh
.
ppear allegor-
ical has nothing to recommend its inclusion as such. The audience of
Cabell must necessarily be the worldlings, the erudite and the poets.
The worldlings laugh with Cabell at fellies and even at sophistication,
a folly of itself. The erudite take pleausre in sharing knowledge of
allusions. Poets revel in the visions of both extra and intra-terri-
torial character.
Cabell's remaining books are but a progression of the sagas of
Lianuel and Jurgen in one way or another, as the stories are too rich
to be exhausted within the limits of a single volume apiece.
Take for instance the book "Domnei". Helicent, the daughter
of Lanuel, rea pears as the radiant heroine with Perior. de la Foret
her lover. However, as the story belongs to a period productive of
Chivalry, and as the star; i pposed a reproduction of a legend
by that fictitious author Hicolas de Caen, there are but few cases of
.c
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irony. In "Beyond Life", domnei was defined as woman-worship.
It is not surprising to note in the volume "Domnei" the
extravagances used in perpetuating this idea. Purity, perfection,
beau y, holiness ante almost divinity are attributed to Melicent.
With the chivalrous obtaining in this period, such qualities are
not for the moment doubted. Peri on finds all obstacles and battles
as mere annoyance in his quest for Melicent, whereas so great
is the love of Melicent for Perion that the possession of her body
by Demetrius leaves her untarnished. Love is the theme, and never
was there any work which so glorified the emotion* However, fidelity
is made easy, for the lovers never meet during the quest, and so the
illusion is able to be retained. With only one love and two main
characters "Domnei" is more unified and dramatic than any of the Cabell
works. Mythology ana symbolism does not clutter or complicate the
volume. Perion* s and Melicent *s unadorned love is so powerful that
it affects their world. Eventually Demetrios becomes s amen ,y it and
places himself on the plane of an honorable rival. Ahasaurus, after
long scheming has made him the master of Melicent, renounces her, con-
tenting himself with the rec- gni +ion of the true soul of Melicent above
that of any man. The gestures in this volume are not empty. They
build up the illusion that love fulfills its promises, reverting
fickleness, jealousy, and sense hunger to the background. So Cabell
proceeds from gesture to gesture until all his characters are purged
of their lo motives and the lovers stand exultant in victory over all
negative influences. The beauty of the story is heightened by a style
which has unvarying beauty ana clarity.
Through remote ancestry and the quality of unrest fulness
tV ^
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and. wanderlust we find a connection between "The High. Place" and
"Jurgen". Florian de Puysanges’s blood leads him along paths which
It dimly recall those of Jurgen. Unification of love is absent in
"The High Place". Almost immediately he wins the Sj eeping Beauty
in the 7/ood, Melior, but, after the conquest, becomes terribly bored.
That is not all. He is hoodwinked by her and deprived of all grounds
of faith, something he might have kno..n would happen as he had had
^ four wives previously. Cynicism .jas a parcel of his conquest. Florian-
had made a compact with Janicot that Melior ..as to remain Florian T s
wife for a year, the prize being Janicot f s retention of the child.
But Florian finds the child is not his but the Holy Hoprig’s. Thus
the hero is cheated by beauty and holines . Florian incidentally
is no saint, committing at one time or another all possible offenses.
In the end Cabell reveals the story to be a dream, but is a dream of
the sort which a Jurgen ..ould entertain.
The remaining stories folio., the same patterns, and ther ^ is
no need of further dissecting them. The pleasure lies in tracing
Cibell's development and play upon the illusions, the beauty of his
rhythms and the soundness of his philosophy. There is no author today
who has so thoroughly developed a thesis. Cabell has created a country
Poictesme, for its exposition. All eeviations from this locale are
in geography only. The same ieeas, thoughts, excapades, romances and
j
ironies are only possible in a country without restrictions. Fairhaven
and Lichfield do not, as we have notee, assume the responsibilities of
the modern times> and they are Poictesmes ..ith modified conditions,
e. Poictesme was produced in order to project- romance in its most developed
and unrestricted form. So we have a country in which men, fet-
tered as they may by space and time, good and evil, can dream
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beyond all restraining factors. Thus Cabell is th^ author of escape
from routine and oread reality, the promulgator of romance in its
dynamic and demiurgic forms and the man whose creed is that of uritin
perfectly of beautiful happenings.
CPo
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